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CIO Executive Board Votes Down Move to Quit WLB
Demand for Place in World
Unity Grows in AFL Ranks
NEW YORK, (ALN) — The
opening gun of a campaign within the AFL to join the new world
labor organization set up in London last month was sounded when
Courtney Ward, president of the
Ohio Council of Painters, Paperhangers and Decorators (AFL),
who went to London as a conference observer, told a meeting of
200 AFL leaders here that the
interests of the American people
and the rest of the world can
only be served "if our own AFL
joins the new world labor organization."
Making his first report since
his return from London, where
he said the veil of gloom cast by
the AFL's absence was lifted
when he arrived as representative
of 175 AFL leaders, Ward
stressed that joint participation
in the new world labor organization by the AFL, CIO and
Railroad Brotherhoods would be
"the first step toward unity in
the American labor movement."
Urging those present at the dinner in his honor to work unceasingly to see that the AFL is
represented officially when the
world labor conference reconvenes in Paris in September,
Ward added:
"We know that in order to
exert any influence we are going
to have to make our participation active rather than passive."
Replying to questions regarding
the Russian delegation, he described them as "honest, 'sincere
and most courageous—people I
would want to be associated with
in the world trade union movement," Ward expressed the hope
that when the Paris meeting
opens "many of the people present here will be there."
Among the New York AFL
unions represented at the dinner
were the Building Trades Workers, Painters, Plumbers, Pocket
Book Workers, Hotel Trades
Council, Iron Workers, Musicians,
and Jewelry Workers. Ward will

Local 6 Annual Ball
Slated for April 14
SAN FRANCISCO — Dancing,
entertainment and refreshments
amid a victory decorative display
which will pay tribute to the
United Nations are on the agenda
for the Ninth Annual Ball of
Local 6, which every year draws
thousands of Bay Area citizens
to the Civic Auditorium.
The dance will be held Saturday, April 14.

WMC. Labor, Management,
Cooperate in Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (FP)—With
the support of organized labor
and industry, the WMC March 12
inaugurated a war service transfer plan to channel 10,921 workers from less essential industries
to must war plants here.
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make his official report to his
union today and may then proceed on a tour of AFL unions
throughout the U. S. to give them
first-hand reports of the results
of the London conference.
LONDON COMMENTS
LONDON, (ALN)—The unanimity of the world labor conference was so "strikingly impressive" that "we cannot believe
the AFL will continue to remain
aloof thus isolating its organized
membership," an editorial in the
organ of the British Amalgamated Engineering Union states this
week. The. conference "marked
the advent of a new political
leadership," the editorial states.
The absence of the AFL, it adds,
"did not invalidate to the smallest degree tile claim of the world
conference to speak with authority for the international working class movement."
(See Editorial on Page 2.)

THAT DONr MEAN US•fh

Deportation Order Called Insult to
Workers by National Lawyers Guild
The National Lawyers' Guild
this week, in a carefully prepared
memorandum sent to President
Roosevelt, termed Attorney General Biddle's deportation order
against Bridges "an insult to
Bridges' patriotic accomplishments and those of the men he
leads on behalf of the war effort."
The Guild's memorandum was
signed by its president, Attorney
General Robert W. Kenny of California. It asked President Roosevelt to dismiss the charges against
Bridges and thus dispose of the
ease "inaccordance with the requirements of history and our national interest."
Two important letters which
also went to the President in the
past fortnight were from Bartley
C. Crum, nationally prominent
publican who supported the
President in the last election, and
William M. Malone, chairman of
the Democratic State Central
Committee of California.
"In the opinion of'Many representatives of management with
whom I have talked," said the
Crum letter, "and in, the opinion
of local, state, and national officers of the Army and Navy, the
leadership of 'Mr. Bridges has
made the task in the Pacific less
difficult
. As * citizen I can
imagine nothing more injurious
to the morale of the West Coast
than continuation of the Bridges
deportation proceedings."
Chairman Malone said: "Though
the Government undoubtedly has
the right through agencies, commissioners and courts to hear and
re-hear the Bridges case, I find
that the old fair play principle
of "once in jeopardy" is still
firmly implanted in the layman's
mind and the average person
with whom I talk feels that if
after so many investigations and
hearings such little testimony of
a damaging natl.& has been
forthcoming it would be better
if the whole matter were
dropped."
CASE SET FOR APRIL 2
Before the Supreme Court of
the United States, which is scheduled to hear arguments in the
case on April 2, Attorneys Richard Gladstein and Lee 'Pressman
filed . a brief in ..which ...they..

stressed that Biddies' order of
deportation violated the right of
free speech and assembly.
Added to the long list of organizations and individuals petitioning the President to act
were the King County Democratic
Club of Seattle, the San Pedro
Democratic Club, the Beverly
Westwood Democratic Committee
of Los Angeles, the Los Angeles
Democratic Central Committee,
Screen Star Gale Sondergaard,
Attorney-Author Carey McWilliams, and the San Joaquin
County Democratic Central Committee.
Also Russell H. Fluent, treasurer of the State of Washington,
San Francisco Steamfitters and
Helpers, Local 590, AFL, Representative John H. Tolan of California, Representative Charles
Savage of Washington and many

others.
Secretary Philip M. Connelly
of the Los Angeles CIO Council
left last week for Washington to
assist Senator Sheridan Downey
and Representative Chet Holifield in organization of a West
Coast congressional delegation to
call on the President to ask him
to end the case.
The San Francisco Progress,
one of the largest weeklies in
the West with 18 separate
neighborhood editions and published by Henry F. Budde, printed
a long editorial stating that
Bridges was needed in America
• for the war effort and for the
peace to follow. The Progress
said its position would be the
same if Bridges were guilty of
every charge against him. It
asked the President to act.
(Continued on Back Page)

UAL Tells Labor to Fight
Appeasement of Argentina
MEXICO CITY,(ALN)—World.
labor and democracy were urged
to mobilize against the planned
appeasement of Argeriine fascism resulting from the InterAmerican Conference by Vicente
Lombardo Toledano, president of
the Conference of Latin American
Workers (CTAL).
He warned that the invitation
to the Farrell-Peron government
to become a part of the PanAmerican democratic bloc and of
the United Nations encouraged
world reaction and is a prelude
to Argentine fascist aggression
against her neighbors.
CONDEMNATION NEEDED
Stressing that the leaders of
the United Nations, international
democracy and labor have condemned the Argentine regime as
fascist, Toledano declared that
the resolution itself admits that
the situation in Argentina "has
undergone no changes,"
, adding:
"Despite this fact the resolution declares that the conference
decisions are open to Argentine
adherence. It is merely necessary
that the Argentine fascist government express its agreement
with the principles enunciated at
the Mexico City conference to en-

ter automatically the Pan-American bloc and the United Nations,
but the Argentine government
is not asked to abandon fascism
or to become democratic."
Pamphlet Tells
How

to

Organize

SAN FRANCISCO—The Information Department of the ILWU
announced publication this week
of a 34-page pamphlet on organizing by ILWU First Vice President J. IL Robertson, director of
organization for the union.
Titled "Organize Now" and illustorated by Giacomo Patri, the
pamphlet is based in most part
upon selection from Robertson's
"On the March" column which
appears fortnightly in The Dispatcher. It discusses organizing
problems in the light of the
union's program of political action and points up the relationship between historic events and
union activity in the shop. It is a
handbook for stewards as well as
both paid and volunteer organizers.
The booklet is priced at 10
cents a copy.

Wage Issue
To Be Taken
To President
NEW YORK (FP)—Smashing
a proposal to withdraw from the
National War Labor Board, the
CIO executive board held fast to
its no-strike pledge and voted to
take its demand for revision of
the Little Steel formula directly
to President Roosevelt.
The board's wage resolution
was adopted 45 to 2 with the dissenting votes cast by President
Emil Rieve and Vice President
George Baldanzi of the Textile
Workers Union. The proposal to
withdraw from the WLB was
made by Rieve, whose union has
already approved such action.
Another resolution asking the
CIO to consider withdrawing
from the WLB, offered by President R. J. Thomas and SecretaryTreasurer George F. Addes of
the United Auto Workers, was
defeated.
Both Thomas and
Addes voted for the final resolution.
CIO President Philip Murray
told reporters that the resolution
adopted concealed no threats
against the WLB. "There is no
intent to withdraw from the
board," he said, adding that the
CIO hoped to improve the WIR.
APPEAL TO ROOSEVELT
The appeal to Roosevelt for
upward revision of wages "sufficient to meet the increased cost
of living" will be made personally
by a six-man committee consisting of Murray, Thomas, President
Albert Fitzgerald of United Electrical Radio & Machine Workers,
President John Green of Industrial Union of Marine & Shipbuilding Worker s, President
Sherman Dalyrymple of United
Rubber Workers and President
Sidney Hillman of Amalgamated
Clothing Workers.
Roosevelt will also be asked
to convene a conference of rep,resentatives of industry, labor
and government to formulate a
wage policy "that will meet the
needs of our nation,"
Stating its objectives as "maxi.
mum war production and continued full employment, high
wages and full production in
peace," the board in its resolik
tion expressed "its complete dissatisfaction with the glaring failure to accomplish effective and
just national economic stabilization, the obstinate and shortsighted policies of the WLB,
Judge (Fred) Vinson and Justice
(James) Byrnes and their complete desertion of responsibility
to provide appropriate wage policies to meet the present and impending needs of this nation."
WLB REPORT DENOUNCED
The recent wage report of the
WLB public members which advocated retaining the Little Steel
formula was denounced by the
CIO board. It criticized the WLB
for failing to recognize that revision of the formula "would not
require any price increases," for
"obstinately" refusing to use its
authority to eliminate sub-standard wages, and for not making
any plans to maintain purchasing power after V-E day.
Handcuffing of the WLBIs authority to make final decisions
"through a series of directives
and executive orders" was also
severely criticized. "The board
must be unshackled and given
real effective power to make decisions and to secure compliance," the resolution said. "This
does not entail and should not
lead to any legislation providing
(Continued on Page IQ)
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The Isolation of the AFL

HE Bretton Woods monetary agreement is now
being considered by the Federal Congress. It deals
with international finances, that is, it looks that way
at first glance, and too many people just take that
first glance and decide that Bretton Woods is none of
their business because there's supposed to be something very deep and, mysterious
about money when its juggled
around in big chunks. But the big
boys, who like to keep the idea
going that one needs to be a
wizard to understand big money
matters, are trying to use this
type of blah blab to scuttle the
Bretton Woods agreement.
Bretton Woods isn't a money
question.- It's a question of
whether people, including us, will
work and eat in the postwar; and
those who want to block congressional approval of Bretton Woods
are our old, old, enemies of democracy, and of full
bellies for the mass of people. It's unpopular to openly
oppose jobs and eats for all in the postwar, it's much
better to make out that matters of international finance and trade are too complicated and mysterious,
for rank and file people to savvy, and for American
and foreign new dealers to understand; much better to
pretend that only those bankers of the American
Bankers Association are in the know and that there's
no use to monkey around trying to pin the'wholething
down by written agreements, such as is proposed in
the Bretton Woods agreement.
Bretton Woods aims to get the World's nations playing a put and take game, with all cards face up, rules
for fair play, and the house cut whittled down to
where they don't fold up the game. And that's what
the ABA doesn't like.
Heretofore, they ran the game. They made all the
rules, and when the .game finally broke up because
they had all the dough, they threw the house into a
freefor-all by hollering for their murderers, Hitler,
Mussolini and Hirohito, to clean house. The battle has
pulled in even the kibitizers standing on the side, and
is costing plenty of lives.

THE TIGHT little minds at the top of the
AFL have decided without consulting the rank
and file that World Labor unity is no good.
Like the fabled fox that couldn't reach the
grapes and said they were sour, anyway,Green,
Woll, Hutcheson & Co., have decided to discredit and destroy what they lacked the guts
and will to build.
But history is rolling over thesc stubborn
minds and a World Labor unity which throws
the strength of 60,000,000 organized workers in
41 nations behind the aims of the United Nations for complete victory, durable peace and
cooperation for exchanging abundance and
making jobs and security has become an accomplished fact. It would be a stronger force
with the AFL in it, and the leaders of the new
World Trade Union Federation, being bigger
in their thinking and more representative of
the world's workers than are Green, WoII, et al,
have wisely reserved a place in the setup for
the AFL when and if it gets around the apparently immovable leadership.
HERE'S a pattern in the behavior of the
AFL leadership and the pieces are rapidly being fitted together. The refusal of that leadership to take any part in the London conference to set up a world labor organization and
the attempts made to sabotage and discredit
the .conference are only a part of the whoLe.
Another piece of the pattern is the drive to
raise a million dollars from AFL ranks for the
European "underground", something which a
year ago would have been a helpful thing, helpful to the war and to the achievement of democracy in Europe. But now it so happens that
what used to be the underground in the formerly occupied nations is in the process of
becoming the dominant factor in each of the
governments of the nations as they are liberated.
The "underground" now,threatening World
security, the "underground" operating in Italy,
Poland and other liberated countries is the
anti-United Nations underground, the fascist
underground!
This is the underground that Green and
Woll would assist under the guise of rebuilding "free" trade unions. Their conception of a
ofree" trade union is one that has but one
program—to fight our great ally, the Soviet
Union. That they cannot fight the Soviet Union
without endangering the whole victory of the

United Nations will not stop them. Their program is to wreck Teheran, Yalta and any possibility of success at San Francisco.

TIMM
PROGRAM is now new. It is merely
an extension into the international field of the
program they have followed in America. It is
one of fighting the "reds"—the reds being anyone who believed in honest and democratic
trade unionism. For this they allied themselves
with the racketeers, with the Bioffs, Browns,
Boves and Fays, and used AFL funds to protect them and to hire gunmen and gangsters to
keep down the rank and file. Then they allied,
with such obviously anti-war elements as John
L. Lewis, and now do not hesitate to ally
themselves with Hitler, himself, and to use
AFL funds to sustain his gunmen and gangsters.
They seem much more concerned with the
fate of a handful of pro-fascist Poles than with
their own* six million members who pay their
salaries. The program must be seen for what
it is—not merely anti-Soviet, though that would
be- bad enough considering the importance to
world security of our cooperation with the
Soviet Union. It is an anti-New Deal, antiRoosevelt, anti-United Nations program, and
that can be only an anti-AFL program, too.
The tempestuous protests now coming from
AFL locals may yet grow into a storm, and
even bring a tidal wave. The motives of the
top leadership of the AFL are becoming far
too apparent to be ignored.
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RETTON WOODS proposes that each of the
United Nations kick into a world pot a sum of money
that it can afford, depending on the country's circumstances, and this pot will be called the International
Monetary Fund. Some of the money will also go to
establish a bank, called the International Bank for Development and Reconstruction.
The fund is to help countries whose currency or
money values are down or going down, in which case
they can come to the fund and borrow money, or its
•equivalent to build up their money values, or currency. Without the Bretton Woods plan, we go back
to the good old days of driving up money values, by
driving the workers and people down. A country, poor
to Start with, generally because its people were poor
and unemployed, had to borrow from private foreign
bankers to make their money worth anything in foreign trade, or other countries. That was the time for
the private bankers to tell the country which needed
to borrow, that they,would lend only if the country's
trade unions were bated. They might demand that
a stooge of theirs be made Ising or president, or as in
Germany and Italy, they bellied out in getting Hitler
and Mussolini to take over.
If the bankers thought that persecution of Jews,
Catholics, Negroes or communists would help them
get a little more interest on their dough, and at the
same time remove any chances of the common people
getting together and maybe grabbing their investment
in whole or part, they ordered these things done, too,
and financed the doing of them. The Bretton Woods
fund will allow a nation to have money without such
shenanigans, and a further result will be that a nation
that persecutes unions or minorities will have to face
the problem of low currency, making it difficult to
trade with other nations, and also of being ineligible
for fund money unless it cuts the funny business.
The bank will make long term loans for the purpose of rebuilding countries wrecked by the war, and
to develop countries that are backward industrially
such as China, India, and Latin America. In other
words it's no good trying to sell washing machines to
a country unless there is first electricity to run them
and we must sell washing machines and plenty of
other things if we are going to work here. But borrowing dough for fascist purposes is out.
So there's nothing complicated about Bretton
Woods. It just means that the other fellow in other
countries has to eat well if we here in the USA are
going to eat well, and it means he has to be protected
in dire right to organize, vote, and be educated if we
are to retain the same rights here. We can insist
that Congress give the OK to Bretton Woods, and put
the USA in the banking business with the United Na„lion, with rules to keep international banking and
money lending on the level, or we can turn the business back to the private bankers, and head for another
worldwide depression, and another war. This is just
one of the things that must come out right to make
this war a people's war, and to win a people's peace.
Let's tell our Congress we're wise, and that we see
more than the trees in Bretton Woods.
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Murray To
Help Guide
World Labor
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AFL Has Isolated itself
Says Soviet Labor Writer
MOSCOW (ALN)-- The outstanding success achieved by the
world trade union conference in
London "upset the calculations
and machinations of those who
were determined at all costs to
frustrate its labors," Soviet labor
writer Nikolai Alexeyev this
week declares in an article in
War and the Working Class.
The conference reflected "the

LONDON (FP)—The draft constitution of the future world labor organization, on which work
was started in London and continued in Paris, will probably be
Completed in Washington at the
April meeting of a special administrative subcommittee of the
World Trade Union Conference,
enabling CIO President Philip
Office Workers Need
Murray to attend. •
Substantial progress on the
Union Says Davis
constitution was made at Paris
WASHINGTON (FP)—Organiduring the three-day session of
zation of the American white colthe subcommittee, which inlar worker is the only real hope
cluded CIO Delegate Sidney Hillthat can be held out for him to
man, British Delegate Walter Cikeep step with his brother in
trine, French Delegate Louis
overalls, the Sen'ate Committee
Saillent, Soviet Delegate Vassily
on Banking and Currency was
Kuznetsov and Secretary Schevtold March 7.
enels of the International FedThe statement came from
Membership of the two Porteration of Trade Unions.
Chairman William H. Davis of
land
and
81
1LWU
8
Local
MURRAY TO ATTEND
the National War Labor
Adjournment of the subcom- took the Red Cross fund drive seriously. Each and every long- who stepped into a new Board,
role as
mittee to Washington means that shoreman and warehouseman earmarked a $4 per capita gift director of economic.
stabilization
Murray, who was unable to at- through the
CIO's War Relief program. It all added up to goodMarch 8.
tend the conference itself, will be
Davis said: "The white collar
news
and ,.
$4 000 which Mrs George H. Cook, Red Cross
able to help put the finishing
touches to the document. The worker, is shown receiving from Bruce Borden, Local 8 secre- workers, many of them, fall into
the substandard wage classificaproposed constitution will then
be submitted for study and com- fary, while Nathaiie E. Panek, CIO war relief director, looks on. tion. It is very important that
this situation be corrected. One
ment to all the labor organizaof our difficulties is that they
tions which attended the confertend not to be organized. It is
ence, plus a few others, preparaWASHINGTON (FP)—Aid and ler's "red scare" technique to almost a class consciousness
tory to final ratification at the abettment given the axis by Col- spread confusion in this
second World Trade Union Con- onel Robert R. HcCormick's,Chi- AXIS USES TRIBUNE country. among them."
Indicating that thp WLB has
ference in Paris next September. cago Tribune was denounced on
Using quotes from Tokyo
Until the April meeting in the floor of the House March 6 Berlin broadcasts, DeLacy and tried to do all it could, Davis resaid marked that "whenever we give
Washington there will be no defi- by Representative Hugh DeLacy the axis beamed
propaganda a factory workee a raise, we aunite answer to the basic question (D., Wash.).
taken direct from the Chicago thorize the employer to raise the
of whether the proposed
DeLacy recalled how more than Tribune's columns to create pay of his office staff proporworld federation will be a new once the reactionary Tribune has doubts in minds
of American tionatelr."
organization or merely an expan- revealed data on US war produc- troops.
The catch is,. however,Nhat ususion of the IFTU. While it seems tion, Army procedure and with
One Tokyo commentator, .De- ally there is ,no union around to
more likely that an entirely new its "fellow axis helpers,
the Lacy said, referred to McCormick speak up for the clerks, stenogorganization will be set up, it is Washington Times Herald and as an "extremely char in I n
g raphers, bookkeepers and junior
possible that some formula may New York Daily News," used Ilit- character."
executives.
be worked out whereby the IFTU
would somehow retain its identity in name if not in fact for
a while at least. A post may also
DETROIT (FP)—"The world French and smaller numbers of eration of Trade Unions, with
be found for Sehevenels in the labor conference was practically unionists from 41 other lands. which the AFL, which refused
to
new organization, though nothing assured labor representation at It is the best guarantee of per- attend the London conference,
is
comparable to his powerful po- the peace table," President R. J. manent peace, he said, promising affiliated. The CI0 and the Bussition in the IFTU.
• Thomas of the United Auto to accomplish what diplomats sians disillusioned the British
BTUC SENDS FOUR
Workers (CIO) told many bun- from the beginning of time had "I don't know how to revitalize a
Indicative of the big participa- dreds of CIO members and an failed to do.
man like Matthew Woll," he coinon of British union representa- impressive turnout of judges,
Fending off insinuations that mented in derision. Well, an
tives in the coming San Francisco public officials and professional he was headed toward socialism AFL vice president, is an IFTU
conference of the United Na- people March 9. The occasion and communism, Thomas stoutly proponent.
tions, Federated Press is able to was his first public address on said: "Communism is not the isThe new federation, with headreport that a party of four Brit- the London labor conference, tif sue. For 12 years I have been a quarters in Paris, is sending a
Ish union leaders will be leaving which he was one of the three Roosevelt new dealer and I hope committee of 13 to meet in Washfor the US shortly from Trans- presidents, made at a dinner to be for 12 years more."
ington in April and some of them
He told of embarrassment over will go on to San Francisco for
port House, headquarters of the under the auspices of the Greater
British Trades Union Congress. Detroit and Wayne County CIO a British motion at the confer- the United Nations conference to
The four are Citrine, Secretary Council.
ence to fight for socialism seek peace table representation.
Ebby Edwards of the MineworkJustice George Bushnell of the . throughout the world after the The new jederation will meet
era Federation, Ernest Bell, Ci- ' Michigan Supreme Court was war, as he wondered how the Rus- again in SeptemberaThomas said.
trine's nephew and head of the toastmaster in amiable and pro- sians would vote. An alternative ALL WAGES MUST GO UP
BTUC's international depart. gressive vein. The assistant di- was worked out, making the oh"I favored a world labor fedment, and Herbert Tracey, BTUC rector of the British Information jectives a worldwide 40,hour eration," he summed up, "for the
Service in this country spoke for week, decent living wage, hospi- same reason I,wanted the Ford
publicity head.
England, a Chinese student at tal and medical care, good hous- Motor Company organized by the
a
the University of Michigan for ing, etc.
German Prisoners
CIO as soon as I was elected
China and Thelma Nuremberg, IFTU DUMPED
president of the UAW six years
To Pick Citrus Crop
American correspondent in Ger"The Russians voted unani- ago. General Motors and the rest
LOS ANGELES (FP) — The many and Russia on behalf of the m o u s l y for the substitute," of those under contract used to
first of a group of 1,400 German Soviet Union. All were cordially Thomas said. "We didn't con- tell us they had already given
war prisoners who are to assist applauded.
demn free enterprise. But we better rates and conditions than
In picking Los Angeles County's PEACE ASSURED
need more planned economy to Ford and it was time to organize
citrus crop were expected here.
Thomas was full of enthusiasm supply 60,000,000 jobs over here." him before making further deApproximately 400 of the prison- for the new world labor fedora- . Another British p r o p o s a 1 mends.
era will be allocated to San Fern- tion, enrolling 27,000,000 Soviet which went overboard, Thomas
"Just as I realized that we
ando valley, the rest to growers labor men and women, 7,000,000 said, was the plan to revitalize could not maintain our better
in San Gabriel valley.
British, 6,600,000 CIO, 5,000,000 the moribund International Fed- conditions in the union part of
,

Red Cross Dollars

Chicago Tribune Flailed in Congress

profound and irrepressible de.
sire of the masses for unity. It
was a big forward stride in the
world labor movement that will
dear the way for concerted attion by organized workers for the
complete military, moral and po.
litical defeat of Hitlerism and for
close international trade union
cooperation," be adds.
Asserting that the title of disruptionist "applies in the first
place to the reactionary leaders
of the AFL," Alexeyev states:
"The decisions of the London
conference were greeted by the
AFL leaders with hostility. At
the recent meeting of its executiv council in Miami, the president of the AFL virulently criticized the decisions of the London
conference and accused the CIO
and Soviet trade unions of working to split the world labor
movement.
"The friendly atmosphere
which marked the conference and
its, decisions will cause sorrow
not only to William Green, Matthew Woll and William Flutcheson, but also to the so-called
American Trade Union Conference on International Affairs, in
which . reactional's; and
cilable enemies of the Soviet
Union have firmly entrenched
themselves. As a result of theLondon conference, the AFL,
which tried so hard to isolatethe
Soviet trade union movement, is
isolated itself."
HELSINKI (ALN) (Delayed)
—Unity of all Finn progressive
forces is essential "to put Finland
on the new road of friendship towards the Soviet Union and her
allies," Bern Vuori, president of
the Finnish Trade Union Federation, stated in an interview here.

Labor Assured Seat at Peace Table; Thomas reports in Detroit
the industry unless we organized
the rest, so I am sure we Amer-can workers can't hold on to our
living standards—the best in the
world—unless we bring the rest
of the world up to our level. I
also knew that as we get better
acquainted with other workers
we would get. 'rid of our mutual
prejudices. That might head off
future wars."
The Soviet delegation chairman, Vassily Kuznetsov, was a
very able and likable man,
Thomas said, who had worked
in the Ford Rouge plant front
1930-32, having been sent there
by the USSR to study advanced
American auto technology.
Recounting many amusing incidents of his mission, Thomas
told with special pleasure how
'Mayor Welsh of East Ham, a
London industrial suburb, gave
a luncheon for the CIO delegates
in full regalia—all except the
mace. "I don't want this to get
back across the water," Thomas
confided, looking toward the
press table, "but when the mayor
was urged to bring out the mace
be asserted it was lost, but he
told me that the mace represents
the king's power and they had
lost it 10 years ago snd did not
intend to find it again."

Spanish Refugees Need Everything Except Courage,Live for Free Spain
(Editor's Note: Martha Gellhorn, cabled this report on the
,. condition of between 80,000 and
100,000 S p a n i s h refugees in
France to the Joint Anti-Fascist
Refugee Committee, which has
undertaken to raise $750,000 to
rehabilitate these leaders of a
new Spain. •
By MARTHA GELLHORN
They need everything except
courage. They had -plenty of that
to begin with and seven years of
suffering has not diminished
their supply. In these seven
years tuberculosis has eaten at
the young men and the women
are worn and old and the children are too small and there are
those who have lain in various
concentration camps with the old
wounds of their war untended.
They are all thin because they
have been as near starvation as
one can go and survive. At the
last camp they were forbidden to
uproot the grass and eat it; the
Gam authorities did not wish

the appearance of their prison
spoiled.
During these seven years they
also did not know they had any
friends. They were told that
t h e y were abandoned by the
world, without a country and
without a cause,for they were the
only ones who loved that cause
and who were they — starving
prisoners, riffraff, a sort of ignorant obstinate scum
They believed they were without friends and our help did not
reach them, such help as it was.
This too had no effect on that unlimited supply of courage. They
had fought for what they be
lieved, they believe it still and
given a chance, they will fight
for that faith again. The children believe as the fathers: the
children are as solid as rock.
THEY FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
There was only one possible
escape from the camps during
the Vichy regime; a man or
woman would be freed as a bond
norvant to a -rrench employer.

The employer decided the wages
and working hours; if the pri-.
soner refused these terms he
could always return to the hunger
and humiliation of the concentration camp. A fine surgeon worked
for three years as a wood cutter;
a woman teacher worked as a
waitress. Anyone worked who
could so as to eat and live, because life was terribly important
to them. One day they must
again fight for Spain's freedom,
win it and go home.
It was the men who were out of
the camps as. bond servants wlio
first formed themselves into Maquis bands and in the southwest,
taking to the hills and were fighting the Germans before anyone
else.
-Later the Spanish bands made
contact with the 'French Maquis,
their services are so clearly recognized that members of the Spanish Maquis have been decorated
with the Croix De Guerre by the.
French Goverpment.. There is *,

list too long to repeat of the
towns the Spanish liberated after
the invasion of southern France;
there is another long list dealing
with locomotives blown up, destrayed bridges, German prisoners captured. When 1 saw the
Spaniards in the southwest of
France, the French FFI was the
only organization helping them.
The FF1 did not have very much
to give away but gave recognizing these Spaniards as brothers.
THEY NEED SUPPLIES
is no census of the Spanish now in France nor any count
of those who died there under the
Vichy goverment or later fighting against,the Germans
The Spanish a r e justifiably
tired of words, promises and
the admiration of writers. They
are too proud and also too brave
to ask for help; they have been so
bitterly deceived that they do not
really believe in help. If you are
going to help them now you must
see that food, clothing and zondi-•

cal supplies are actually put into 1
their hands.
They are cold, ill and hungry ,
and the children who were car- '
ried into exile and grew up in '
jail and have never had toys,
would love to have a bicycle (se
everyone, even the smallest, can
ride on it) and a meccano set.
This request comes from all the
children gathered in one Red .
Cross hostel on the outskirts of
Toulouse.
There never were better children. They ,had been out the concentration camp two weeks and
had ridden on a street car with
,wild delight and during this jour
ney they saw the poor shop windows of Toulouse. That's how
they got the idea that toys could
be bought for children.
But you must know that money
is not enough nor even partly
the answer. These are magnificent people, the Spaniards of the
Republic and what they need and
have earned Is a free country tie go home to.
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Britain Sets up Machinery to Reinstate
Veterans in Their Pre-War Jobs
By GORDON SCHAFFER
LONDON—Men and women returning to civil life from Britain's
armed forces have the right, under the recent Reinstatement Act
to their old jobs on conditions
equal to those which they would
have attained if their careers had
riot been interrupted.
Millions will be affected by the
Act and machinery for carrying
out its provisions is already at
work. Reinstatement Committees,
to which workers or employers
can appeal in the event of a dispute about a particular job, are
already functioning. In addition,
there are Appeal Tribunals, whose
rulings will serve as the guide in
the flood of cases, expected when
demobilization starts.
Take, for example, the case of
Ronald Godwin, a skilled welder
who joined up in September,
1941, and was discharged in November, 1944. Godwin had been
employed as an ereetrie welder
for three years preceding his war
service. The employers appealed
taking him back in his old job
at union rates, claiming that they
had no electric welding contracts,
that Godwin's health made it
doubtful whether he could fulfil
his duties, that difficulties would
arise with other workers if Godwin received the wage of a skilled
worker for unskilled work.
HEALTH OKEVED
Ruling in favor of Godwin, the
umpire decided that since the
employers were operating under
the Essential Work Order, they
were legally bound to pay a man
at the rate for skilled work, even
though he might work in an unskilled capacity. Employers, in
the view of the Umpire, could
only win their case if they were
able to prove that it was not "reaamiable and practicable" to employ Godwin in any capacity at
all.
•
On the question of Godwin's
health, the Umpire found it did
not affect his work. In fact, the
eniployers had stated they would
have no objection to taking the

man back at an unskilled rate of or women occupied the same job
wages.
prior to being called up. Many
To the further claim by the factories have been blitzed and
employers that they were not in are not yet in a position to rea financial position to meet the sume production.
liability, the Umpire noted: "I am UNIONS REPRESENTED
of the opinion that it was not the
The Act therefore provides that
intention of the legislature that
it is a good defense for an emthe rights of the applicant should
ployer, who does not wish to take
be curtailed by the employers back a serviceman or woman, for
incurring or assuming liabilities
him to prove that it is not "reaof a domestic character such as sonable and practicable" for him
the support of a relative, which to do so.
is the heaviest liability that the
The British trade union moveemployers mention."
Another aspect of the problem ment has its representatives on
Commitcomes to light in the decision in the local Reinstatement
hearing
the case of Horace Cubitt, a boot tees, while the umpire
two assesswith
sits
appeals
the
and shoe operative who joined up
and the
in June, 1941, and was discharged ors, one an employer
in October of last year. Just be- other a trade unionist.
This is the first time a serious
fore he was called up, Cubitt
was placed in a less skilled de- attempt has been made to give
partment, at his old rate of wages. legal reinstatement rights to men
His employers had taken him returning from the wars. On
back in the less skilled capacity. its effective administration will
Cubitt argued that he was en- depend to a large degree the
titled to a more skilled job, filled — smooth running of the switchover
by another man who had re- from war to peace.
mained with the firm through
the war. The Umpire rejected
this claim, pointing out that he
was entitled to reinstatement in
the position which he occupied
when he was called to the forces,
at wages earned before he was
SAN FRANCISCO—City groups
transferred to the less skilled job.
from
every strata of San FranThese two eases illustrated the
cisco life have joined in sponsorendless complication —
arise. In five mad a half years of ing the civic unity mass meetwar, many firms have changed ing Sunday afternoon, March 25,
hands. Others have been closed in the Civic auditorium, at which
down. In tens of thousands of Paul Robeson and Walter Huston
cases, two, three or even four men will appear.
Hailed as a background to the
United Nations conference on
Lack of Transportation
April 25, the civic unity rally
Stymies Vet Agency
has received the endorsement of
WASHINGTON (FP) —T h e the San Francisco Board of
Veterans Administration ex- Supervisors, the County Council
plained March 8 part °fits diffi- of the American Legion, numerculty in taking care of war veter- ous CIO, AFL and independent
unions and Mayor Roger Lapham.
ans is lack of help.
Veterans Adnainistfator Frank
Characteristic of the support
T. Hines said a nationwide cam- the meeting has received is the
paign is under way to get 1,000 fact that Harold Boyd, city conworkers to come to Washington troller, will be chairman, while
ot relieve the agency's manpower Joseph Thompson, prominent Bay
problem.
Area industrialist, and Albert

Robeson, Huston to Appear
At Civic Unity Mass Rally

How to Prevent Communism
"Russia,- said Mr. Grab nickel, -will be our number one
problem after this war."
-How so?" asked Mr. Clearsight.
"Because," said Mr. Grabnickel, -she isn't, like us. She's
Comm uniatic."
"Well, that's her problem,
isn't it?" said Clearsight.
don't see why it'a any problem
to us."
"We don't want any communism in this country," said
Grabnickel,
'Granted," said Clearsight.
-But then we don't have any
and were not likely to have.
Very few Americans have even
the vaguest idea what communism is, and they don't want it
in any case."
"Don't be a fool, Clearsight.
Russia will be a powerful influence in the world after this
war."
"So far as I can see, she inends to rebuild her cities, enlarge her agriculture, increase
her industry, continue developing her resources, and raise the
standard of living of her people'
There's nothing wrong with
thal."
"There's nothing wrong with
it except that it will make her
even more of an influence in
the world, and even more of a
danger to us."
"Why should it be a danger
to us for another country to
develop her resources and increase her standard of living?"
"Datnn it, Clearsight, we
don't want communism in the
world, and for her to go on
building and expanding and developing is a pretty awkward
business."
"I thought it was our aim
after this war to encourage all
nations to develop their industries and resources and create
high standards of living. After
all, that will make better business for us."
"Yes, but let them do it un-

AlvaMexico's favorite entertainers will
sing popular Mexican tunes at
the Civic Unity rally slated for
the San Francisco Civic Auditorium, March 25. She will appear on the program with Paul
Robeson and Walter Huston.
Pretty Gail
Singer rez,
one of

der free private enterprise—
not communism."
"I don't see that we have
much choice," said Clearsight.
"The Russians are communistic,
and they seem to like it, and
that's that. The thing for us to
do is develop our own resources, and create opportunities and a higbdcr stand2rd of
living here so that the world
will continue to look to America for leadership. For every
school Russia builds, let us
build two. For every public hospital they erect, let us build
three. And so on right down
the line. For every benefit or

advantage they create, let's be
one jump ahead of them."
"That's just more of your
New Deal idealism," said Grabnickel. "As a matter of fact, I
don't think all Ruians are
happy under communism. A lot
of them don't like it at all."
"No doubt you're right," said
Clearsight, "but it proves nothing. It would be very embarrassing, for instance, if the Gallup
Poll should inquire into how
many Americans are happy un-

*

*

der our present arrangement.
Any one can go to Russia and
find dissatisfied Russians. And
anyone can come to America
and find dissatisfied Americans.
The thing is, they've got communism and they're obviously
going to continue with it. Why
don't you stop worrying about
what Russians are going to do
in Russia and start thinking
about what Americans are going to do in America?"
"It seems to me," said Grabnickel, "that here in America
we're bound to have something
of a depression after the war,
and that's why this business of

Russia and communism has me
worried."
"There needn't be a depression," said Clearsight, "if business, labor and government will
cooperate on postwar planning.
But there certainly will be if
we don't."
"There's always a depression
after a war," said Grabnickel,
"you can't get around that."
"They're not expecting any
depression in Russia," said
Clearsight. "Not only do they

Dekker, Los Angeles Assemblyman and movie actor, will also
address the session.
MEET STARTS'2 P. M.
The meeting is slated to start
at 2 p.m. in the auditorium,
which holds over 10,000. It was
planned by civic-minded San
Franciscans who first got together at a conference in September, 1944, around a program
of supporting a permanent FEPC,
equal opportunities for all in
housing, recreation, education,
health and welfare.
Donated for the meeting are
the services of a 20-piece band
by the AFL Musicians Union.
Abigail Alvarez, Mexican singer
of popular songs, will also appear
on the program. Tickets are on
sale for the meeting.

By MIKE QUINN
except to put all their own people to. work, but they want to
import thousands of Germans
to help them rebuild. They'll be
building, building, building with
all their might. Why should we
shut down factories, have millions of unemployed, and wallow in a slump while they're
building and developing in
every direction. If after this
war Russia presents a spectacle
of industrial expansion and construction and we're mired in a
depression, the eyes of t h e
world will look to Russia and
not to us. And we'll have nobody to blame but ourselves."
"Yes, but everything there is
state and collective ownership."
"Hungry people throughout
the world won't give a damn
about that. The future belongs
to whoever can provide jobs
and security, and those who
need jobs don't care how you
do it, just so it's in the ways
of peace and not war. Comm
nism presents no danger In
America, but depression does
—unemployment does.-if men
like you would stop worrying
about communism and start
worrying about how to' provide
employment and prevent depression, we'd have no need to
doubt the future. We've got the
best factories, the best land,
and the best labor on earth. If,
in the face of that, you argue
that we have to have a depression, the whole world will turn
its back on you in disgust."
"Yes," insisted Grabnickel,
"but there are economic factors
beyond our control. There are
reasons."
"Humanity henceforth will
recognize no excuse for either
depressions or unemployment,"
said Clearsight. "The sooner we
businessmen realize that and
adopt a philosophy of plan and
"build and cooperate, instead of
one of justifying depressions,
the sooner our worries about
communism will be over."

WASHINGTON (FP) — While
tories in Congress jabber concern
over whether somebody named
as a red by Martin Dies may hold
an Army commission, a very active body of Hitler's little helpers
is grinding out poison that really
hurts the U. S. war .effort.
Out Detroit way, losing no time
sitting on his busy hands, Gerald
L. K, Smith is now attempting
to organize GIs in the Middle
West into a veterans' organization. Nothing Gerald Smith has
ever attempted could be more
dangerous to labor and to liberalism. The midwestern fascist
leader, who was a candidate for
President on the America First
party's ticket last November, is
quoted as saying recently:
"Nationalism rolls up like a
tide. We expect to elect plenty
of congressmen in 1946."
ANTI-CATHOLICS BUSY
Down in Georgia there's a
brand new outfit called the Commoner Party. It hopes to form
a "Gentile political bloc to combat the Jew and Negro racial
blocs now active in the political
affairs of the nation."
Anti-Catholic busy-bodies are
very active these days. You'll
find them in many states. There
are the American Rangers in
Georgia and a Kingdom Digest in
Los Angeles and The Defender
out in Kansas. All accuse Catholics of assorted crimes ranging
from moral misconduct to being
controlled by a foreign ruler.
in Muncie, Ind., there is a
paper called X-Ray, published by
Court Asher. It recently said
of this war that "there are some
things worse than defeat. . .
More important than history is
to stop that slaughter as soon as
possible.
IT'S 'MOBOCRACY'
Another West Coast enterprise
worth watching is a hate sheet in
San Francisco called The Leader.
It says it believes "democracy
is a shibboleth calculated to deceive the unwary and slothful,
while the chains of human slavery are being forged." And it
calls the Atlantic Charter an instrument that "forges more
chains around the necks of the
oppressed."
Fascist Lawrence Dennis and
aging Elizabeth (Red Network)
Dilling are still writing pieces for
America Preferred, a dangerous
rag printed in Indianapolis by
Carl Mote. Liz Dulling herself
told this writer during the recent
mass sedition trial that the word
was "mobocracy, not democracy."
All of these individuals and
their filthy papers hew closely
to the Nazi propaganda line. The
ain't is to divide America.

Lewis Maks
Condemmed
By S. F. CIO
SAN FRANCISCO The city's
CIO Council heaped the strongest condemnation upon labor's
outlaw, John L. Lewis, president
of the United Mine Workers, for
threatening to call another wartime strike.
A resolution adopted March 14
called upon the Federal Government to see that the just demands of the coal miners are
promptly granted.
Pointing to the gains made by
steelworkers, metal miners and
other labor groups without threatening to or actually going out
on strike, the CIO Council
branded Lewis' tactics both improper and unnecessary.
Lewis was denounced in the
resolution for isolationist and defeatist ideas, and for trying to
simulate an American labor revolt against the President at a
time when fullest national unity
is needed to finish off the axis
and to build an enduring peace.
STOCKTON—Local stewards
and executive board members
will hold their annual stewards'
banouet Wnight.
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dates for office in the coming
War Bond Rally
municipal primary election:
We weren't kidding when we
For re-election as mayor,
announced, some time ago, a big
Fletcher Bowron.
war bond show was being schedFor re-election as councilman,
uled. Plans have been a little
15th District, George Moore.
slow in getting started, but
For councilman from the 7th
they're going full steam alfead
District, Carlotta Bass.
now.
•
Fay Allen, George Elliot, john
The plans include top Hollywood talent and a name band, W. Baldwin and Catherine Brewhich the army is procuring for stin endorsed for members of the
us. Among the speakers will be board of education.
Mayor Bowroti and several of the Labor Relations
Notes
City Fathers.
Here are some excerpts from
The date has been set for April
19, and the place will be Wil- the Labor Relations Committee
minutes:
mington Hall.
"Union requested that the
HONORS WAR WIVES
hours worked by the foremen,
The event, as we announced hatch bosses,
gear men and all
previously, is being sponsored by steady men be
given to the recour local in honor of the war ords
office. Union stated that
mothers and war wives whose this request was
madq. so that
men are in the armed forces and the union could check
he time
the Merchant Marine.
of these rnen'sregularly to see if
The best way to honor them is they are making .
themselves
to make this the biggest bond available for work.
selling affair that Wilmington or
"Enniloyers stated that they
any other town has ever seen. We
want to break some of the es- could not agree to this procedure
tablished records and establish as the primary reasob for the
records being kept was for the
some of our own.
So come and have fun and buy purpose of equalization of longshoremen's earnings and inasbonds!
much as foremen were a part of
management and not under the
State FEPC Backed
ha7
The Los Angeles Council for jurisdiction of the union
Civic Unity submitted a resolu- been adjudged so in various
tion in support of Assembly Bill awards handed down by several
No. 3 (State Fair Employment arbitrators—there was no need
Practice Committee) at Local to have these records in the dis13's last meeting. The resolution patching hall."
The union's interest in this
was unanimously concurred in
and four copies of same were for- question stems primarily from
warded to Governor Warren, Sen- the fact that our officers have
ator Jack Shelley, Assemblyman pretty definite information that
Don Field and Assemblyman Vin- foremen, hatch bosses, gear men,
etc., were working 15 and 18
cent Thomas.
The request for financial as- hours a day. If this is so, the
sistance was referred to the ex- union must and will find a Way
of cracking down on violators of
ecutive board for action.
Because plenty of pressure is union working rules, regardless
needed to pass this legislation, of whether or not they are unthe Council for Civic Unity urges der our jurisdiction. In any case,
each member of our local to offending bosses will be placed
write a letter to Assemblyman on our individual lists to be dealt
Don Field, a sample of which. with When the war is over, and
they have prepared, as follows: they are back in the hiring hall
"American democracy rests and once more under the control
upon -equality of opportunity of the union.
without discrimination because
of race, color, creed, ancestry,
or national origin.
"Manpower necessities in wartime have produced equality
greater than ever before. Gains
in a democratic living have been Dues Collection
made. These gains and their ex- Hours Listed
tension depend, however, on conSpecial Notice to East Bay
tinuing after the war the same Members: Anyone working in the
unity and job opportunity which East Bay may pay his dues daily
we have enjoyed during the war. between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. at
"In order to prevent social ten- Clerks Hail, 1407 Webster Street.
sions or. group friction which On Fridays payment may be made
would endanger our plans for to 7 p.m. for the convenience of
full employment and peaceful anyone working at the Army Air
living in the post-war period, we Force Depot in Alameda as well
urge that Assembly Bill No. 3, to as regular members who are
create a State Fair Employment obliged to work each day until
Practice Commission, be passed." 6 p.m.
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AFL Delegation

Convention Delegates

By Henry Schmidt and Cole Jackman

The following brothers have
have been elected as delegates
to the ILWU convention:
Houseless Dockers Are
President William S. Law- Eligible for Trailer Units
rence, Tommy Ryan, Jack
last additional relief
4rooks, Elmer Mevert and Oscar forAl.ourlong
inadequately housed longHagen.
shoremen has. been obtained.
Brother Mevert, having just Fifty trailer units were to be
transferred to the Checkers' ready for occupancy Monday,
Union, declined in favor of March 19 at the Islais Creek War
Brother Lyle Proctor, the runner- Housing Project.
The location
up.
is Third and Army Streets, about
15 minutes' drive from the San
Defense Stamps
Francisco waterfront Streetcar
Bridges defense stamps are or bus service is available imno on sale at the union office. mediately adjacent to the project.
These stamps can be had in $1,
The trailer ,units will comfort$2 and $5 denominations.
ably accommodate a maximum of
three persons. They are equipped
Grievance Committee
with heating and cooking faciliA rotten condition exists when ties, electricity, running water
men are cited to appear before and plenty of closet space. The
the grievance committee. They rent is $26 a month and tenants
are fined if they do not appear. are required to furnish their own
Now,.what would the logical ac- bedding and cooking utensils.
tion be if, when 15 men—some
Buildings equipped with bathof them living in Los Angeles ing and laundry facilities are conand had laid off work—appear, veniently located. Telephones
and there is no grievance com- are available for use by tenants
at the main office building on
mittee quorum?
We feel that a union man in the project. The same building
accepting a risponsibility to act is large enough and is equipped
on a committee should feel com- and used for indoor recreational
pelled to be at all meetings. The purposes.
fact that a man volunteers for
Any longshoreman desiring to
a committee and has not been move into one of these trailer
elected to it, is no excuse for not units will please report to Esther
attending meetings.
Taylor at the PCMIB office, Room
We suggest that the union 403, 220 Montgomery Street, San
should take the position that if Francisco.
a man accepts a committee asIt is necessary that you bring
signment and does not discharge your Social Security number and
his responsibility he should be also your I ongshore identification
prevented from placing his name card.
on the ballot for a period of, say, Selective Service
five years.

SFONG Guild Unit
Backs Bridges
SAN FRANCISCO (FP)—The
San Francisco-Oakland Newspaper Guild (CIO), third largest
unit in the national union, voted
in a referendum to ask presiden!
tial intervention to stop deportation proceedings against C 10
leader Harry Bridges.
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and terminals in the Bay Area
and officers of this local urgently
request all members to assist in
this work. Whenever you are
working at a dock or terminal
and have the opportunity, contact
the watchmen and talk union to
him. We all want a fully organdzed waterfront under the ILWU
and all of you can help.
In this connection, our own
Meal is organizing the Maritime
Office workers on all docks and
terminals. All monthly men and
preferred men are in a position
to see that the drive is accomDelegates Elected
plished in record time. Casual
men are acquainted with many
To Convention
of these workers, too, and they
The following members were can help. So let's all
get behind
elected to the convention: Mike the organizing
drive
get them
and
Johnson, Charles Becker, Albert in. All
information may be obJohnson, Herman StuYvelaar,
Marion Phelps, Jack Currie, Val tained from the officials, PresiDraysd'n and Tim Kelly. A num- dent Mike Johnson and Business
ber of resolutions will be intro- Agent Charles Becker.
duced by our delegates.

The Dispatcher Is
Official Organ

For the information of all
members, The Dispatcher is the
official bulletin of the Ship
Clerks Association and members
not reading it cannot blame anyone but themselves. This action
was concurred in unanimously by
the membership. In the future,
therefore, anyone wishing to
know what is cooking in the
union must get their information
from this column, as no bulletins
will be mailed in the future.

New Rules in Force
For Gas Rationing
Gasoline Rationing. To eliminate any confusion now existing
among members desiring supplemental gasoline, the following
rules are now in force: Applica.
tions must be filed personally
with the gas board at 112 Market
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Calling All Ports
are irreplaceable within the
meaning of the Selective Service
regulations, may be deferred providing procedures described below are followed, so loang as such
men have not received their notification of induction. A notice
of induction, however, is final.
(2) Deferments of men in these
groups may be requested up to 15
per cent of all employees in such
groups. The 15 per cent quota
is determined by adding all employees in these categories of all
employers for whom the certifying agency is authorized to act.
(3) All requests for deferment
must originate with the employer
who is required to fill out two
complete sets of Form 42A (Special Revised), filing both sets
with the War Shipping Administration. Paul Eliel, PCMI13
chairman, will act for all deferments in California; George Powell, War Shipping Administration,
will serve in similar capacity for
Oregon, as will Al Lintner, War
S h i p,p i n g Administration, for
Washington.
(4) While the WSA has been
designated by Selective Service
as a certifying agency, the field
offices have not been notified of
this and, consequently, we will
act under Maritime Commission
authorization to certify with the
consent of Selective Service.
(5) An employee to be irreplaceable within the definition of
Selective Service must:
(a) Be working in an industry
or occupation included in WMC's
list of essential activities.
(b) Cannot be replaced by
Policy Outlined
The following information re- anyone through upgrading or regarding the new policy gf Selec- cruitment from outside.
(c) That he cannot be replaced
tive Service is supplied by the
by
a recruit or trainee who can
office of the Maritime Industry
be trained to perform the work
Board.
Subject: Deferment of irre- with three months of intensive
placeable men classified 2A or training.
(6) As to longshoremen, in2B, 30 years old or less.
(1) Men now classified 2A or cluding all higher skilled jobs,
2B who had not reached 30 be- from walking bosses down, will
fore January 1. 1945, and who be considered as the employees
of Waterfront Employers Association, with the possible exception
of walking bosses employed by
the Army, San Francisco. Each
association office is now prepars
ing lists of employees classified
Street, Room 430,
2A or 2B and 30 years of age or
When members are too greatly less, for purpose of determining
Inconvenienced, a call to the 15 per cent quotas. Stevedoring
business office will insure the contractors will file through the
mailing of a form which must Waterfront Employers Associabe returned to this office for tions lists of their permanent rofinal approval.
tational employees.
A list of instructions has been
(7) There are other factors of
prepared by the PCMIB which the procedure and other requirewill accompany all forms sent merits that employers must folout. Members must always en- low,. but it is not believed that
close their white mileage certifi- these are of interest to the longcate and be sure that they read shoremen and if included here
their speedometer carefully.
would only serve to confuse the
If you are not getting full mile- picture.
age, have your service station or Slack Ports to Send
garage check your carburetor and
motor and sign a statement cer- Dockers to Bay Area
The Port of San Francisco in
tifying as to the mileage you
actually receive. Discrepancies chockablock as usual.
During the period February 215
between the mileage issued and
that actually used are quite nu- to March 12, inclusive, the avermerous and only cause unneces- age daily gang shortage in Sala
sary delays. Members in the Francisco was 25. During the
East Bay must clear their appli- same period the average daily
cations through Brother Walter percentage of gang utilization on
Brown, the Oakland dispatcher, the Columbia River was 53,2 per
1407 Webster Street, phone Twin- cent. In other words, nearly onehalf of the available gangs on the
oaks 4456.
Columbia River were idle while
San Francisco experienced the
Special ATS Meets
shortage mentioned above.
To Be Called
Obviously the proper solution
Army Transport Member s: would be to allocate enough ships
There are some real hot issues and cargoes to the Columbia
pending which will affect the wel- River to overcome this unbalfare of every member now work- ance. Starting in April this wilt
ing for the Army. Some of these be done insofar as it is praeissues were discussed at four ticable and possible to do so. An
meetings of ATS checkers last immediate and temporary soluweek and those present were tion is to bring longshore gangs
asked to inform members who &inn the slack ports to San
were unable to attend. All are Francisco.
Such a proposal has been made
asked to be on the alert for special meetings which may be called and accepted by the PCMIB and
at any time. Notices will be negotiations are presently going
mailed to everyone for any such on to bring gangs from the Comeetings called and all members lumbia River to San Francisco,
are requested to do all possible Several San Francisco hotels have
to sign up the few remaining been contacted and given assurcheckers in the shortest Possible ance that rooms can be mad
time.
available.

kFIeA%€I€O SNIP €14111311e11:(419

Brothers J. D. Stevens and
C. J. Maxwell, officers of the
Port Watchmen's Union, Local
137, appeared at our last meeting.
Brother J. D. Stevens, who is
leaving for the Army, spoke for
some time concerning the problems of the port watchmen. He
stated: "I want to thank the
members of Local 13 for the
splendid cooperation that I and Wage Case to Go
the members of my union have To War Labor Board
received from the longshoreThe Negotiating Committee has
men."
deadlocked with the Waterfront
Brother Stevens reiterated, as Employers on all issues and the
he has many times in the past, matter was taken before the US
the standing invitation to our Conciliation Service, Frank Wenelderly members, "whenever you nig, commissioner, on Monday,
think you are no longer able to March 12. No progress was made
cut the mustard on the front, you and the necessary documents are
will be welcomed as members of now being prepared to take the
Local 137, Port Watchmen's case to the War Labor Board
Union."
immediately. The committee is
The visitors from the AFL got being assisted in this work by
a tremendous hand from the ILWU Research Director Lloyd
longshoremen and again showed Fisher.
the complete unity and accord
that exists between the AFL and Aid Asked in
the CIO down among the rank
Organizing Drive
and file.
Local 75, Gatemen and WatchCity Elections
men's Union, one of our sister
Local 13 concurred in the fol- locals, is in the process of orlowing endorsement of climb- ganizing watchmen on all docks
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News of Women in Industry, Union's Growth Wins Approval of GI's
By DISPATCHER
women as regular book members
SAN FRANCISCO Letters is great. It will help keep up the
from CI ship scalers and painters morale of the men and also get
in Italy, France and east Indies them to work, especially if these
and Saipan show the same eager- women are their wives!"
ness for ILWU news whether it
WILLIAM EDWARD GUTI.
be facts on political action or the EREZ, in France.. -It gives me
use of women on the waterfront. great pleasure to hear that the
In response to the many letters organization is growing and that
the postman delivers at Local 2 we have as our Administrator
headquarters, the union sends George Wilson of the San Franits servicemen three - fold an- cisco CIO Council. I wholeheartswers—a 54 monthly allowance, edly support the pledge made by
seasonal gifts and union publica- the ILWU to stay on the job durtions like The Dispatcher and ing and after the war. As you
know our greatest job is to keep
the Labor Herald.
Here is a cross section of the „.'em sailing and to keep 'em rollcomments from the boys over- ing. Whatever our grievances
seas:
are, they are small compared to
TONY P. LAMBOY, in the Ma- the job being done over here."
"I just had to let you
rianas
ALBERTO "CHIBBY" VILLA,
know how happy I was to receive In Italy.
"I see by the letter I
The Dispatcher. I was especially received that the union is takinterest ed in the Sealer's col- ing in women, but then I always
umn. It was good to read what did say that women were desthe Scalers are doing, how big tined to run the men. I guess the
and strong they are getting. It fellow members k n ow what's
made me proud to hear the scal- right. After all the Army has
ers grew from a couple hundred taken in the WACS. Keep up
men to thousands. We in the the good work and may we meet
in 1945."
service are really proud of you.
"The idea of taking in the
KENNETH WOODSIDE;in the

Carlos De Miembros Recibidas
De Los Prentes De Batalla
SAN FRANCISCO—:Las cartas
de los limpiardores y pintores
que actualmente se hallan en las
Fuerzas armalas en ,,todos los teatros de la guerra manifiestan el
mismo entusiasmo por noticias
de ILWU que scan datos sobre
la accion politics o asi come
tambien el que las mujeres ha)an cornenzado a trajabar en los
'nue]les.
En contestacion a las muchas
cartas que el carter° entrega a la
oticina de la Local No. 2, la
Union re:,ponde a las cartas de
sus miembros por triplicado asi:
un abono de $4 mensuaIes, regalos apropiados a la estacion del
ano, y periodieos de la Union
como The Dispatcher y el Labor
Herald.
A continuacion
publicamos
sigunas cartes que manifiestan el
sentir de los soldados en Italia,

batorias. Me siento muy orgulloso por el trajabo que la Union
esta Bevan& a cabo para acelerar el esfuerzo de guerra. Me
alegra saber que ahora hay una
cantina del CIO para los soldados y veteranos. Deberia haber
un lugar como ese en todas partes
para que todos nosotros pudieramos asistir."
Joseph Valera...."Me sorprendio much() leer que 21 mujeres
fueron iniciadas como miembros
de la Union. Me doy cuenta de
que las mujeres estan haciendo
una gran obra en el esfuerzo de
la guerra hoy dia, peso me Ileve
la gran sorpresa de mi vida Cuundo lei que ellas limpian y
pintail los barcos."
Ernest Rivera, en Italia. .. .
"Muchas gracias por el cheque
No creo clue mi direccion cambie,
a no ser quo algo desastroso
Francia, las isles Orientales Ho- ocurriera en la batalla.
. Me
landesas, Saipan y otros puntos produjo gran satisfaccion at sade ultramar que han Ilegado a la ber de la reeleccion del Presidente Roosevelt. . . La resoluoficina tie la Local No. 2.,
Tony P. Lamboy en la's Islas cion de publicar un boletin local
Marianas. . . "Tengo que ha- es muy interesante para un soldacede saber cuanto me alegre al do en el frente quien quiere sarecibir The Dispatcher. Sabre- ber lo que estan haciendo sus
todo me intereso la columna de cornpaneros de la Union."
los limpiabarcos. Era muy inteRay Ojeda, en las Islas Oriresante leer lo que los limpia- entales Holandesas. .."Sc por
barcos hacen, el gran progreso la carta de la Union que ahora
realizado por la Union. Me eno- tenemos mujeres miembros en la
rgulleci al saber que el numero Union. Es magnifica saber que
de los limpiabarcos ha aumentado el bello sexo no substituye dua miles de doscientos en su co- rante nuestra ausencia. Gozo de
MielIZO. Nosotros en el servicio
bastante buena salud despues de
nos hallamos muy orgullosos de haber estado en estas islas tropiustedes.
eales por 36 meses."
-La idea de adrniiir a las mujtres come miernt)ros de la
Union es magnifica. Eso animara a los hombres para que
trabajen mejor, especialmente Si
estas mujeres son sus esposas."
William Edward Gutierrez, en
Francia. .. . -Me cause gran plaSAN FRANCISCO — Steps to
ter el saber que la organizacion
esta creciendo y que tenemos streamline the functioning of Locomo Director el Senor George cal 10 were taken March 11 in
Wilson del San Francisco CIO an all-day special convention at
Council. Apoyo con todo entusi- the CIO building, attended by apasmo las promesas de ILWU de proximately 400 stewards and
continuer trabajando sin eesar delegates from longshore gangs.
durante y despues de la guerra.
Local 10 President James KearComo sabe usted, lo Inas impo- ney presided at the meeting,
rtante es hacer que Ilegue a nu- where ILWU President Harry
estros solados todo To necesario. Bridges started the ball rolling
Do cualquier indole que sean nu- with:
estras quejas, son insignificantes
"We can't have a rank and file
eomparadas con la obra que se union unless we have the underbace aqui."
standing that goes with it. We're
Alberto "Chiby" Villa, en Ita- here today to let our hair down.
ha...."Per la carte que recibi I hope we go into some real tough
se que la Union ahora admite problems."
mujeres como miembros, puce,
Problems discussed at the consiempre he dicho que las mu- ference included the Army docks
jeres eran destinadas a gobernar and preferred gangs, the welfare
a los hombres. Supongo que mis fund, discipline and the grievcompaneros saben lo que debeance committee structure, the
rian haeer. Despues de todo el
gang steward system, manpower
Ejercito ha admitido a las WACs.
recruitment a n d probationary
Continuen Vds. la buena obra, y members.
ojala que nos encontremos en
SECOND SESSION PLANNED
1945."
Kenneth Woodside, en el PaDelegates marched up to the
eifico.
"Creo que es una microphone pnd sounded off on
buena idea el tener sesiones pro- their ideas, underlining the pur-

see by
lands East Indies. ..
the union letter that we now have
women book members. More
power to the fair sex, now doing
our. work. I'm in pretty good
health after being on these tropical islands for 36 months."

Pacific.. "I think probationary
meetings are a good idea. I am
certainly proud of the work the
union is doing to push the war
effort. . . I am proud to hear
that there is now a CIO servicemen's and veterans canteen. They
needed a place Ake that for each
and everyone of us."
JOSEPH -VARELA,.. "I was
amazed to read that 21 women
were being initiated into the
union as full members. I realize that women have been doing
a big job in war work these days,
but you could have bowled me
over when I read they are ship
scaling and painting."
ERNEST RIVERA, in Italy.
"Thank you for the check. II/ do
not think my address will change
unless some thing disastrous
should happen in battle... I was
glad to hear of the re-election of
President Roosevelt. .. The decision to put out a local bulletin is
very interesting for a soldier in
the frontlines who wants to know
what his fellow unionists are doing."
RAY OJEDA, in the Nether-

Subsistence Beef
Aired in Rainier
RAINIER, Ore. Replying to
the Columbia River District Council's letter, Seldon Menefee, nationally syndicated columnist of
the Washington Post who praised
the ILWU program in a recent
dispatch, declared he will try to
set the record straight on labor's
role in the war effort.
This promise of fair labor reporting was aired in a letter read
at the March Ii meeting of the
Columbia Council.
Discultion at t ii e meeting
ranged from the subsistence claim
pending in the district to support
for the Harry Bridges Citizenship
drive and a plug for the Washington newsletter.

Scalers Meeting Schedule
March 29—Executive Board and Sub-Committee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Rooth, 210 Drumm Street,
April 3—Foremen and Delegates, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150
Golden Gate Avenue.
April 4—Grievance Committee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210
Drumm Street.
April 12—Executive Board and Sub-Committee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210 Drumm Street.

—plspatcher Staff photo

No Dispute Here

Ship Scalers and Painters Local 2
not only signed a contract with

the contractors without going into arbitration or conciliation,

ILWU Asks
Inquiry Into
Port Blast
VANCOUVER, B. C.—The explosions on the SS Greenhill
Park, March 6, where six longshoremen, members of ILWU
Local 501, lost their lives echoed
throughout the port last week as
the union pushed an inquiry into
the failure to enforce safety rifles
which might have saved the
men's lives.
Signed by International Representatives Austin Smith and Steve
Glumaz, the union statement
asked investigation of the disaster "because it is imperative
that such disasters do not occur
again." Full cooperation of the
union was promised for the pending hearing.
Armed with the information
that the Greenhill Park was
loaded with 1,985 drums of
"flighty" sodium chlorate chemical, the union asked a series of
questions aimed at fixing the responsibility for the loss of life.
LOADED AT CITY PIERS
The union demanded to know
why the ship was loaded at city
piers, contrary to the Harbor
Board ruling for explosive cargoes. Other questions:
1. If an emergency existed and
the ship had to be loaded, why
did the ship not fly a danger
signal?
2. Why weren't the men told
the nature of the cargo so they
could observe proper precaution?
SMALL ARMS STOWED
3. Why was there only one
escape ladder from the hold and
no safety boards for hasty exit?
4. Why isn't there a law for
safety inspectors to ensure safe
working conditions?
5. Why were cases marked
small arms ammunition stowed
in the same bold with the dangerobs chemicals?
CITY LAUDS VICTIMS
While results of the hearings
were awaited, the city council
extended a message of sympathy
to the families of the men who
died in the blast, praising the
"men who lost their lives in the
course of duty."
According to eye witness longshoremen, a fire was noticed in
No. 3 hatch where the chemicals
were loaded. When the attempt
to squelch the flames failed, men
were told to vacate the ship. Before all could comply a series of
explosions shook the ship.
Those who lost their lives were
Monty Munn, Mike McGrath, A.
Brooks, Walter Peterson, Don
Bell and Bill Lewis. Northwest
locals have wired condolences to
the union and families of the
victims.

but they also joined with the employers in expressing "a full
measure of employer-employee harmony and cooperation." The
joint statement pointed out that "this high degree of cooperation will be maintained in our industrial relations." Shown atthe contract signing are (left to right): Anthony V. Morabite
The campaign to hunt down
and James H. Camp who signed for the employers and Richard the Japanese fleet in its hiding
Camplis and James Jones who signed for the union.
places has begun.

All-Day Longshore Stewards Convention Takes
Steps to Expand Membership,Streamline Union
pose of the convention to develop secondary leadership in the
union.
The volume of discussion prevented the session from going
into political action and other
problems which are scheduled to
be aired at future executive board
meetings. At adjournment, it was
unanimously agreed to hold another "baby" convention within
three months.
Motions passed at the meeting
are not final and are slated to
be referred back to the membership as recommendations for approval. The conference went on
record for:
SENIORITY SECURITY
1. A plan to issue full union
books to probationary members
after an estimated 30-day period,
sufficient to assure the union of
the man's desire to remain in
the industry and for him to attend new men1bers' classes and be
investigated,
2. A program to be worked out
by union officials "for seniority
based upon registration which
will guarantee security Qn aip.

seniority basis to the members
of the union.
3. A motion to reinstate book
members with satisfactory work
records who left the union in
good standing, with seniority
based on reinstatement date.
TRIM GRIEVANCE GROUP
4. A recommendation that
union officials prepare a constitutional amendment cutting grievance committee membership from
15 to 5 and authorizing payment
far time lost from waterfront
jobs.
5. A recommendation that the
grievance committee shall remove
labor fakers and chronic troublemakers from the registration list
as well as men who do not put
in the required number of days'
work without adequate reason.
6. A resolution protesting any
preferred gang status and requesting all gangs and mens be
dispatched in rotation, thereby
dividing work opportunity and
earnings among all registered
men.
STEWARD INCENTIVES
oArivaritirm innk netinn to

activize the shop steward system,
approving the incentive plan for
stewards as introduced by Earl
Roylance, secretary of the Stewards Advisory Council.
Under the new plan, stewards
selected for their activity and
leadership would become trainee
business agents, acting as secondary union officials in Interprating the contract, bringing the
current union activities to the
men on the job and getting reimbursed for the working time
lost.
Sister plan to the incentive
proposal'was the recommendation
that office help and collecting
machinery be used to register
dues payments, relieving B,A.'s
to carry union policy to the men.
Trainees would assist the B.A.'s.
Additional scope of the business agent activities as proposed
by Roylance would include activities like the taking of a survey of the rank and file on how
to overcome fundamental problems threatening the war effort,
such as absenteeism.
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Loci'10 Longsboremen's Bulletin
Jim Kearney Says:

Our Union Should
Re-aftirm No Strike Pledge
r.

When the conversation on the bulkhead turns to trade union affairs, there are few workers who can give as good an account of
their knowledge, thoughts and philosophy as the longshoremen on
this coast Members of a union that was born in struggle and nutured
on hardship and sacrifices, we longshoremen enjoy a unique position.
The currents of thoughts of other men in far away countries daily
pass our door and affect and enrich our thinking. The ships that line
our docks have brought to us valuable cargoes that were never listed
on the manifest—cargoes carried in the minds of the men who go
down to the sea in ships, the men who have shared their dreams,
hopes and aspirations for a better deal with workers from every
corner of the world.
— Dispatcher Staff photo
The labor question that is the most interesting topic of conversaMore than 400 gang stewards and delegates
tion these days is the question of strikes in war time. The recent
turned out to e
Longthore convention
decision of the United Auto Workers, the largest union in the
country, to poll its members on this question, the threats of John where the stewards' incentive pion providing for trainee business agents won enthusiastic supL. Lewis to pull the miners out on strike, the Montgomery Ward port. Other measures were recommended back to the membership for approval.
strike and the strike of the Loodon dock workers have served to
MEETING FOR ALL HAW
sharpen interest in this problem.
DOCK SEAMEN, WEDNESWar-time Strikes
DAY NIGHT, 8 P.M., MARCH
23, SANTA MARIA HALL,
Cannot Be Justified
CIO BUILDING, 150 GOLDEN
In a fpw days the Sixth Convention of the ILWU will convene
GATE AVENUE.
here in San Francisco. I sincerely hopt that the first resolution
Longshore ship gangs workpassed, and passed unanimously, will be one reaffirming our present
ing on Army docks: Urge ear
no strike pledge to the President and the nation. Such a resolution
gangs and pallet board gangs
would clearly indicate that while some branches of labor may be
working on the dock to attend
suffering from confused thinking or complete absence of thinking,
the above meeting!
the disease does not exist in our union. The ragged arguments presented to justify war-time strikes do not stand up when the complete
picture is revealed.
There are over ten million men in the service who, some day,
will return to civilian life. When they return they will take an
active part in the government of this country. They will be sure
Within the next few days, apto vote because of the numerous pieces of legislation affecting veterans that will be introduced to ,the electorate. Along with thg plication cards for payroll deducveterans' legislation will undoubtedly be measures that will either tions for war bonds will be mailed
work to assist organized labor or seek to destroy organized labor. to all gang stewards.
Men who wish to have a reguOpen shop—government control of unions—liberalization of Workmen's Compensation laws—of Unemployment Insurance laws—these lar amount deducted from their
and a number of other issues will meet the eye of the returning weekly earnings should bring one
service men. Only if we have their faith, confidence and good will of these cards into the union ofcan we expect their support. The best way to lose that support is fice: and one of the office girls
to have them return with the black memory in their hearts of John will fill out the information re—Dispatcher Staff pilot,
L. Lewis and a few others who welched on them when the going quested on the card.
The Army will not make dewas tough.
Local 10 President J ;,14
ductions from Army checks, but
"Kearney presided over the
all Waterfront Employers' checks all-day
ILWU Need Have No
dockers session where action was taken 'towards the
will
provide
for
a
weekly
deducApologies for Record
elimination of any preferred gangs on the waterfront. In the
tion, if desired.
As for the =WU, we have no apologies to make. Our record of
background are ILWU President Harry Bridges and Jean Marsh
The
advantage
of
the
payroll
and
most
conditions
adverse
continuous production in the face of
who
took minutes. .
savings
plan
is
that
a
regular
brothers
union
unsatisfactory conditions is without a parallel. Our
amount
is
deducted
automatically.
in the Philippines, India, France, Italy and the other fronts know
we are backing up them and their buddies, who may not belong to Closed Shop Ban Goes
any union, not because we want to curry their favor after the war, To Tennessee
Assembly
but because we believe as a matter of justice, it is the least we
A daily meeting at noontime
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (FP)—
can do.
Legislation outlawing the closed
and another at midnight will be
In the warmth and safety of our homes we realize that beyond shop, maintenance of memberheld on selected Army piers in
that stretch of darkness there is an American youngster, the pride ship and union checkoff will be
the
lunchroom during the meal
all
the
good
with
family,
friends
and
of his mother and father and
hours.
introduced in the opening weeks
things of life still untouched and before him, wondering whether or of the 74th general assembiy here
The discussion will last for 15
not the next burst of shell fire will blast him into eternity or send as part of the Christian Ameriminutes and only those matters
him broken in body apd mind back to his loved ones.
can Association's drive to wreck
of prime importance to the welYes, the boys in the strikebound plants can speak of an "intolorganized labor in the south.
fare of the men will be discussed.
comparison
for
basis
legitimate
there
any
is
erable situation"—but
Advance notice is given of
between their "intolerable 4tuation" and the "situation" of the
these meetings and the cooperayoungster whose next breath may depend on immediate reenforeetion of all longshoremen on the
ments that never came because somewhere a striker said "To hell
dock is asked in being present
with you, buddy—I'm looking out for myself first!"
in the lunchroom at the stated
So
you're
tired
of
woi
king,
Mister,
We Must Consider Our
and you think you'll rest a bit.
time. This is an excellent chance
You've been working pretty steady
to keep abreast of the latest deFighting Men First
and you're getting sick of It.
You think the war is ending, co
velopments along the front.
The intolerable situation must be corrected—but not by means
you're slowing down the pace,
The pinoehle game is a lot of
that will harm the war effort and jeopardize the security of our
That's what you may be thinking,
Sir, but it just is not the case.
fun, but the park chops have a
men under fire. It may require sacrifices, but to men who cherish
—Dispatcher
Staff
photo
higher priority, so when you get
their freedom, sacrifices are part of the cost they. are willing to pay.
What would you think. Sir, if we
quit because we're tired. too?
the notice of the meeting, make
There will be delegates from all parts of the country to this comWe're flesh and blood and human,
every effort to be there. A good
ing convention and I am confident that one of the most progressive
and we're just as tired as You.
Did you ever dig a foxhole and
ILWU President Harry Bridges union man is a man who 111 well
step they can take is a reaffirmanee of our unqualified no strike in
climb down deep inside.
war-time pledge to the President, the nation, and the boys in unispoke on the motion to make posted on his trade union affairs,
And wish it went to China, so
you'd have some place to hide
form. Such action will show the rest of the labor movement that
probationary members full Davis
While motored "buzzards" packed
Warns Against Inflating
the men of th'i ILWIJ, who made their gains the hard way, are still
with guns were circling overhead
book
holders after a sufficient
the
of
expense
the
at
not
but
conditions,
their
And filled the ground around you
fighting to better
WASHINGTON
--William K.
period of time."The reel meanwith hot, exploding lead?
nation or the rest of the trade union movement.
Davis,
new
director
And did you ever dig out, Mister,
of economic
ing
of
this
motion," he said, "is
from debris and dirt
has called for alertAnd feel yourself an over, to see
that we are looking ahead to stabilization,
ness "against the
where you were hurt,
evils of
postwar prosperity." The mo- inflation after the tragic
And find you couldn't move, tho'
defeat of Geeyou weren't hurt at all—
tion was passed.
many."
And feel so darned relieved that
you'd just sit there and bawl?
order
Local 10 has placed an
Were yen ever hungry. Whiter—
for 1,500 additional men for longnot the kind that food Noon eats,
But
a gnawing. cutting hunger
shore work with the United
that bites into your ants:
homesick hunger. Mister,
It's
a
States Employment Service at
and it dies 'around inside
it's
gat Non in its elateltes.
And
1690 Mission Street.
Starting Thursday, March 15, tunity for those men who are
and there ain't no place to hide.
All longshoremen who know of
the PCM1B instituted a winch interested in learning to be a
Were you ever dirty, Mister—not
friends, neighbors or relatives
driver training program that is winch driver to receive the trainthe wilty-eollar kind.
But the ooxv, slimy, mossy dirt,
open to those longshoremen who ing and suffer no loss of wages.
who are anxious to work as longand gritty kinds that grind?
meet the qualifications of experi- Men interested should contact
Did you ever mind the heat. Sir—
shoremen should refer the pernot the kind that makes sweat
ence, adaptability and physical Ray Stewart at 112 Market
son interested to 1690 Mission
11.1n.
fitness.
Street, Room 430, GArfield 5083.
But the kind that drives you crazy
Street for a specific referral for
'til you even curse the sun?
The trainee remains steady in Only a limited number of men
longshore work.
a gang and is paid regular long- will be trained, so act at once it
Were you ever weary. Miaier,
Only men in sound physical
mean dog tired, you know—
shore wages while he is learning. interested.
When your feet ain't got no feelhealth who are capable of doing
—Dispatcher Staff photo
The program has been renewed
ing, and your legs don't want to
Those men who have already
heavy waterfront work should be
go?
at this time, due to the serious
SulliWilliam
signed
up for the winch driver
encouraged to apply.
But we keep a-goin' Mister, you
shortage of winch drivers that
can bet your life we do,
van, of the
The recruitment is part of the
trainee program are urged to
And let me tell you, Mister, we
now
prevails
on
the
waterfront.
expect the same of you!
drive to enable the union to as- Local 10 Grievance CommitThe building up of 50 more gangs contact Ray Stewart at once,
—by an anonymous Seabee of
sume its responsibility to take tee, hit the floor during the
is at present retarded, due to the either by phone or at his office.
the 58th Battalicat. Reprinted
from THE BOOM, published
care of all the longshore work in all-clay Longshoremen's conshortage of these key men.
See paragraph above for informaIn the Marianas islands.
the San Francisco Bay Area.
vention with some points.
This may be the last oppor- tion as to how to reach him

They Listened.

speed.

Payroll Bond Plan
Backed by Local 10

Chaired Convention

Daily Talks Planned
For Army Docks

A Seabee
Speaks

Looking Ahead

Union to Recruit
More Manpower

Training in Winch-Driving
Open to Qualified Dockers

Hits Mice
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THE PURPOSES FOR A GENERAL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
There should be established an international organization under the title of The United Nations. The
purposes of the Organization should be:
1.—To maintain international peace and security; and to that end to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace and the suppression of acts of aggression or
other breaches of the peace1 and to bring about by peaceful means adjustment or settlement of international disputes which may lead to a breach of the peace:
2.—To develop friendly relations among nations and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;
3.—To achieve international cooperation in the solution of international economic, social and other
humanitarian problems; and
4.—To afford a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the achievement of these common
ends.
What Are the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals?
The Dumbarton Oaks proposals are recommendations
for the establishment of a general international organization, submitted to their respective governments by representatives of the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union, and China following informal conversations at
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D. C.. The proposals were
published October 9, 1944.
What States Would be Members of the Organization?
Membership of the organization would be open to all
peace-loving states. States which do not become original
members could be admitted by the general assembly,
upon recommendation of the Security Council.
As in the League of Nations, provision is made for
expulsion from membership, but, unlike the league, there
would be available the less drastic procedure, of suspendon from the exercise of any right or privilege of membership of any member against which preventive or enforcement action is taken.
With What Major Problems Would the Organization
Deal?
To preserve international peace and security, it would
seek to prevent the outbreak of war by (1) encouraging
and promoting peaceful adjustment or settlement of international disputes by judicial and political means, (2)
preventing and removing threats to the peace, and (3)
suppressing breaches of the peace, by combined force
if necessary.
In the field of economic and social cooperation, it
would facilitate the solutions of international economic,
social, and other humanitarian problems, and promote
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.

Disputes Settled
By Peaceful Means

Upon What Principles ,of International Action Would
the Organization Operate?
The organization and its members would be obligated
to act in accordance with a number of specific principles
that would stated in the charter, including the sovereign
equality of all peace-loving states, the settlement of disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security would not be endangered,-and
abstention from the threat or use of force in any manner.
Inconsistent with the purpose of the organization. 4 So
far as wbuld be necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security, the organization would insure
that non-members would act in accordance with the principles stated in the proposals.
Through What Main Bodies Would the Organization
Function?
A general assembly, composed of all member states,
meeting in annual and special sessions, and in which
each state would have one vote. In contrast with the
unanimity rule that prevailed in the league assembly,
the general assembly's most important decisions would
be made ,by a two-thirds majority of those states present
and voting; on other questions, decisions would be by a
simple majority vote.
A security council, composed of eleven member
states, and so organized as to permit it to function continuously. The United States, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union, China, and in due course France, would have permanent seats, since these states, because of their capacity
and resources, must assume the primary responsibility
for the maintenance of intornatinnal Twat's+ and security.

The remaining members of the Security Council would
be elected for two-year terms by the general assembly.
All member states, regardless of size or other considerations, would be eligible for election to the non-permanent
seats.
An international court of justice, to whose statute all
members of the organization would be parties. All member states would have equal access to, and equal standing
before, the international court.
A secretariat, comprising an expert staff and headed
by a secretary-general as chief administrative officer.
An Economical and Social Council, composed of representatives of eighteen member states chosen by the general assembly for three-year terms. All member states
would be eligible for representation on the Economic and
Social Council, and recnrnmendations would be made by
majority vote.
A military staff committee, a new feature in international organization, composed of the chiefs of staff of the
permanent members of the Security Council or their representatives, with provision for participation by other
member states when the efficient discharge of the committee's responsibilities requires it.

General Assembly
Acts as a Forum

What Would Be the Primary Responsibilities of the
General Assembly?
The general assembly would:
(1) provide an international forum in which all member states, on a basis of sovereign equality, could consult
together to develop their friendly relations, to deal with
theie common problems, and to promote measures to
strengthen universal peace;
(2) initiate studies and make recommendations to promote international cooperation in political; economic, and
social fields and to adjust situations likely to impair the
general welfare;
(3) aid in the peaceful adjustment of international
disputes, except that it would not on its own initiative
make recommendations or take action on any matter
relating to the maintenance of international peace and
security being dealt with by the Security Council. However, the assembly would not at any time be prevented
from discussing any question or situation, whether concerning international security or otherwise;
(4) have responsibility, with the aid of the Economic
and Social Council_ for nromotine resnect for human
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Questions and answers prepared
by the State Department about
the agreement of Dumbarton
Oaks will equip you better to
understand the dispatches
about the coming deliberations of the United
Ilations beginning
April 25

to give effect to its decision; and
(6) to employ air, naval, or land forces to maintain
or restore international peace, if measures short of force
prove inadequate.
If necessary, the Security Council could take enforcement action not only as in the league when a state resorted to war in violation of its obligations under the
League Covenant, but also in the event of a threat to
the peace to prevent its developing into a breach of
peace.
While the proposals thus provide greater centralization of responsibility for the maintenance of peace and
• security than did the League Covenant, these powers
would be exercised under the authority of the entire Security Couneil and on behalf of the whole organization,
and in accordance with the specified principles and purposes of the organization.
What Would Be the Functions of the International
Court of Justice?
As the principal judicial organ of the organization,
the court would consider and render judgments in justiciable disputes referred to it by member states. The
court would also, upon request, give advice to the Security. Council on legal questibus involved in other disputes. The specific powers and jurisdiction of the court
would be defined in a statute which would be annexed to
and be a part of the charter of the organization, instead
of being an independent instrument as was the statute
of the Permanent Court of International Justice.

World Council Solves
Economic, Social Ills
What Would Be the Chief Responsibilities of the Economic and Social Council?
The Economic and Social Council, operating under
the authority of the general assembly, would have responsibility for:
(1) facilitating solutions of international economic,
social and other humanitarian problems;
(2) promoting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms; and
(3) making recommendations for the coordination of
the activities of international organizations and agencies
which may be bribught into relationship with the organization, such as the International Labor Organization, the
projected United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, the proposed International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and probably other specialized agencies in the field of
education, cultural cooperation, health, etc.
As compared with the pre-war situation, it is envisaged
that a much large number of specialized economic, social,
and other agencies would be created and would be
brought into relationship with the new organization on
mutually agreeable terms.
How Would the Security Council Obtain the Military
Forces That Might qe Needed in Maintaing Peace?
All member states would obligate themselves, by special agreements ratified according to their respective constitutional processes, to make available to the Security
Council specified number and types of armed forces,
facilities, or other assistance, and to hold immediately
available national air-force contingents to enable urgent
military measures to be taken by the organization. These
.
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agreements would be subject lo the approval of the Security Council. The Security Council, in turn, could call
upon some member states, or if necessary all of them, to
make available all or part of the forces, facilities, or assistance thus agreed upon.
How Would the Security Council Employ Any Military
Forces Made Available to It?
Armed forces placed at the disposal of the Security
Council would operate under its authority in accordance
with plans made by the Security Council with the assiStance of the Military Staff Committee. Questions of the
command of such forces would be worked out later.
What provisions Are Made for the Regulation of Armaments?
The Security Council would htve responsibility for
formulating plans for the establishment of a system or
regulation of armaments to be submitted to member
states. The Military Staff Committee would advise the
Security Council on questions relating to the regulation
of armaments and to possible disarmament.

New Organization
Differs from Lea_gue

How Would the EstAlishment of the United Nations
Organization Affect the Inter-American System or Other
Regional Arrangements?
Any existing regional arrangements consistent with
the purposes and principles of the organization would be
continued, and new arrangements of this sort could be
created. The Security Council would encourage settlement of local disputes through such regional associations
as the Inter-American System, either on the initiative of
the states concerned or by reference from the Security
Council. Inter-American agencies or other regional
agencies might also be employed in enforcement action,
if they are suitable for that purpose, but only with the
authorization and under the supervision of the Security
Council.
What Are Some of the Main Differences Between the
Procedure in Launching the Proposed New Organization
and the League of Nations?
(1) The four states which now bear the chief responsibility for bringing the war to a successful conclusion have committed themselves during the war to the
establishment of a permanent general organization (Declaration of Moscow), whereas in 1918 no joint decision
was made until after the close of hostilities;
(2) Representatives of these same four states have
held preliminary conversations in advance of the general
conference and have agreed on the Dumbarton Oaks proposals as a joint plan to be publicly examined prior to
being used as a basis of discussion at the general United
Nations Conference. Before the Versailles Conference
peoples and governments bad no opportunity to submit
their comments and suggestions on a specific official
plan;
(3) The charter of the United Nations organization
will be prepared at the United Nations Conference in
San Francisco, beginning April 25, held independently
of any peace conference;
(4) The charter would be an independent instrument
unlike the league covenant which wi:s drawn up at the
general peace conference and was incarporated in the

the Treaty of Verssitilles and other peace treaties.

..... .. •1

rights and fundamental freedoms;
(5) elect the non-permanent members of the Security
Council and all members of the Economic and Social
Council;
(6) admit new members, expel any member, and suspend from the exercise of any rights or privileges of
membership any member- against which preventive or
enforcement action is taken, upon recommendation of the
Security Council;
(7)'make recommendations for the coordination of
the policies of international economic, social, and other
specialized agencies brought into relation with the organization; and
(8) be responsible for the finances of the organization.
Unlike the League of Nations wher& both the assembly
and the council had similar general powers, in the proposed organization the general assembly would thus have
primary responsibility for the facilitation of solutions of
international economic, social, and " other humanitarian
problems, and the creation in general of conditions conducive to the maintenance of peace and promotion of
general welfare, while the Security Council would have
primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security.

Security Council
Enforces Action

What Would lie the Principal Powers of the Security
Council for Maintenaning Peace?
The Security Council, constituted as a relatively small
body to act quickly, would be empowere4:
(1) to investigate any dispute or any situation the continuance of which might- lead to international friction or
give rise to a dispute;
(2) to call upon states to settle their disputes by peaceful means of their own choice;
(3) to recommend to states appropriate procedures
or methods of adjustment of disputes likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security;
(4) to determine whether any situation threatens the
Peace or involves a breach of the peace, and to take any
measures necessary to maintain or restore peace, in accordance vidth the purposes and principles of the organization;
(.5) to take diplomatic. economic. and other measures

...

Big-3 delegates to the Dumbarton Oaks conference are shown above as they left the White House after
a conference with President Roosevelt last August. Left to right they are USSR Ambassador Andrei Gromvka.
Secretary of States Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.. and Sir Alexander Cadogan of Great Britain.
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Vancouver
Sends Four To
Labor Lobby

Airwaves Hum With Anti-Labor
Propaganda,Magazine Survey Shows
NEW YORK (FP) — Labor
takes a beating from commentatars on the airwaves five times
as often as it gets a kind word,
a survey in the March issue of
Common Sense magazine disclosed.
The survey, conducted by Leila
Sussman, was based on content
of the top 33 network radio
news and comment programs during the seven-week period from
September 17 to November 7
when unions were immersed in
the election campaign. The programs were chosen because they
had the largest audience of all
such programs on the air.
During the period listened to
there were 166 discussions of labor on moral grounds, Miss
Sussman said. For every discussion approving labor on moral
grounds, there were almost five
that disapproved. Of the 166, 22
were favorable, 105 unfavorable,
14 neutral and 25 balanced.
COMMENTATORS PRAISED
In the lead as chief-anti-labor
commentator was Fulton Lewis
Jr., with Henry J. Taylor, Baukhage, Ray Henle and Morgan
Beatty as runners-up. Lewis, in
17 broadcasts, discussed labor unfavorably 13 times, favorably
once, neutral twice and balanced
(mentions for and against) once.
Commentators who were fair to
labor, according to the analysis,
are Drew Pearson, Raymond
Gram Swing, Walter Winchell,
Cecil Brown, Arthur Hale, Warren Sweeney and Gabriel Heatter.
Breaking down the total results according to networks, the
survey found that NBC carried
more anti-labor mentions, mainly
because of the broadcasts of Morgan Beatty, Mutual was second,
the Blue network third and Columbia comparatively the most
fair to labor. In percentage, 70
per cent of the references on
NBC were anti-labor, 64 per cent
on Mutual were anti-labor, 61 per
cent on the Blue network were
anti-labor and 50 per cent on Columbia were anti-labor.
REAL FREEDOM ASKED
"Freedom of the air, if it it to
have meaning, must be the freedom of the listener to hear all
aides," the survey concluded.
"The treatment of labor and labor's access to the air hinge on
the fairness of the commentator
and broadcast policy. In August,
1944, the Federal Communication Commission admitted into
evidence an analysis showing the

consistent anti-labor bias of Fulton Lewis Jr.
During a political campaign a
network, under FCC rules, must
sell time for political opponents
to answer each other. Yet no person disagreeing with Lewis can
buy time to reply since he is a
regular sponsored commentator.
And knowing the impossibility of

UAW Reaffirms No-Strike
By 2to 1 Referendum Vote
DETROIT (FP)—Members of
United Auto Workers (CIO)
voted almost 2 to 1 to retain their
no-strike pledge in a postcard referendum conducted by the union,
final results announced by the
UAW showed.
• Of the UAW's more than 1,000,000 members, 300,000 cast
ballots in the referendum. Voting yes were 63 per cent, no 35
per cent and 2 per cent were
void. Decision to take a poll of
the membership was made at the
last UAW convention.
A decrease of 113,741 in the
average number of monthly UAW
dues-paying members was revealed at the same time by Secretary-Treasurer George F. Addes
in his biannual financial report
to the membership. During the
months of May through November, 1944, the period covered by
the report, the union averaged
1,008,159 dues-paying members.
Despite the drop in membership,
which Addes ascribed to production cutbacks, the union gained
an average of 27,000 new members monthly.
Total income of the union for
the six-month period amounted
to $3,248,719.02 and expenditures
to $3,258,8/16.57. Assessments accounted for $464,026 of the income and the remainder came
from per capita taxes, initiation
and readmission fees. The report
lists the net worth of the union
at $2,529,038.50, an increase of
$16,760.71 from that reported on
May 30, 1944.
In an accompanying letter to
the membership, Addes said he
was far from satisfied with the
present financial policies of the
union. "During these times," he
said, "with a membership of a
million or more, the union should
be building up a reserve fund
Instead of just barely getting by
on its income."
To remedy this Addes pro-

CIO To Take Demands For
Wage Revision To President
(Continued from pare 1)

for court review before compliance can be obtained. Any such
procedure means the destruction
of the WLB."
The WLB must. act with "real
firmness and dispatch" to prevent the activities of some employers and other who seek to
provoke labor into strikes, the
board said, reaffirming its vow
that there shall be no strikes or
stoppages until final victory over
Germany and Japan. "There can
be no quibbling with or modification of this pledge," it said.
TAKE CASE TO PEOPLE
The following specific proposals to the President were ineluded in the resolution: (1) Revise the Little Steel formula, (2)
direct the WLB to raise minimum wages to 65 cents for all
workers instead of the present
55 cent rate, (2) convene a tripartite wage conference on the
understanding that "fullest utilization of manpower, material and
plants in the conversion from
war production to new levels of
consumer and civilian production
require a broadened wage policy
which will assure a steadily exr
pending purchasing power a the
great mass of American people,"
(4) restore its "original authority" to the WLB vested in it by
Executive Order 9250 and free it
from "the paralyzing veto power
usurped by Judge Vinson, former director of economic stabilisation, and the OPA,"(5) finally,
the 'WLB must speed up handling

radio disagreement on equal
terms, Lewis carried over his
anti-labor slants into the election
period.
"No one questions the right of
Lewis, Beatty, et at to their opinions. We do question a policy
which allows them an irresponsibility and does not permit answer."

of eases and crack down effectively on non-compliance.
The CIO will take its wage
ease to the people through a
broad publicity campaign, Murray said. Action on the wage
question came on the second day
of -0 three-day meeting here at
the Hotel Commodore and was
the only major issue before the
board.

posed that the annual convention
of the UAW be changed to a
biennial event and that dues be
raised to $1.50 a month, 85 cents
to be kept by the locals and 65
cents forwarded to the international.

Council Asks
Equalization
Of Port Work
SE A TTL E—The need for
equalization of work between
busy and idle ports was stressed
at the meeting of the Puget:
Sound Sub-District Council last
•
month.
The council discussed the possibilities of an over-all coastwise
traveling program for longshoremen, from ports where there is
little work.
political
action
Reviewing
achievements of the Washington
Joint Labor Lobby, the Council
went on record praising Frank
Andrews and Burt Nelson for the
leadership they contributed during the legislative session. Gains
made through political action, it
was pointed out, would never
have been possible under pure
economic action.
The council, which represents
6,000 ILWU members, wrote
President Roosevelt urging immediate dismissal of the deportation charges against Bridges.
The letter said: "The members
of the IRWU stand ready to deliver the final knockout blows
to the fast-dying fascist regimes
throughout the world. We ask
that our 'President, one of the
great production soldiers of this
war, be given his citizenship
now."

Champ Blood Donor's
Son is Decorated
SAN FRANCISCO—Basil Gaboury of Local 10 received word
this week that his stepson, Sgt.
James R. Gilchrist, 22, had received the air medal and a citation from the President for distinguished service at the bombing of the Fortuno Beachhead
last December., Gilchrist is a
radio gunner with the 302nd
bomber squadron. He is a former member of Local 26, Wilmington Unit. His stepfather, who
is distinguished as California's
champion blood donor, having
given 23 pints to date.

Federated Pictures.

woman
Delegate Only
member of the

U. S. delegation to the United
Nations conference slated for
San Francisco, April 25 is Dean
Virginia Gildersleeve, of Barnard
College, New York. •

Jimcrow Ends in
UAW Indiana Local
ANDERSON, IND. (FP)—The
shame of Indiana CIO unionism,
UAW Local 662's clubroom labeled "For White Members Only,"
is now a thing of the past.
The local leadership has complied with the international executive board's order to discontinue all jimcrow practices and
racial discrimination. All social
events of the union must be open
to members of all races hereafter,
in acordance with CIO policy.
The ease was brought before
the UAW fair practice committee
after many complaints or discrimination by members of the
Delco-Remy (General Motors) local.
The local was also directed to
negotiate with GM for elimination of all discriminatory prictices within the plant. Any Hitler-like attitude by management
will result in complaint to the
federal Fair Employment Practice Committee.

VANCOUVER, B. C.—Local
501 has elected four delegates to
the labor lobby at the Provincial
Legislature in Victoria.
Action was taken at a wellattended membership meeting
last month where Steve Glumaz,
ILWU international representative spoke. A legislative committee to keep track of pro-labor
measures was set up as well as a
publicity committee to pressagent the union drives.
Nearing the one-year mark of
its affiliation with the ILWU, the
Vancouver local of 550 deep sea
longshoremen and checkers made
other concrete changes designed
to activize its 'membership politically and aid in its organizing
drive.
GANG STEWARD SYSTEM
A gang steward.system is being instituted to keep new members informed of union activities
and to insure prompt action on
grievances. The new steward
network will transmit trade
unionism at a fast clip to the 26
probationary members and 68
workers from the Great Northern
Railway docks, recently initiated,
and to the others the union is
organizing.
Growth of the union was insured with the move to take
bargemen, presently being organized, into the union as full
book members.
Stronger than ever before, Local 501's officers and executive
board met with the employers,
the Shipping Federation, March
9, to ask the scrapping of the old
company contract for an ILWU
agreement and to investigate the
possibilities of getting a uniform
contract covering all
ports.
Union members assured the
Shipping Federation of their desire to continue to improve their
relations in order to plan a more
prosperous postwar period.

ranadian

Washington's Joint Labor
Lobby Functioned Smoothly
OLYMPIA—Political action
flowered during the recent session of the Washington state legislature under the guidance of
the Joint Labor Lobby which
combined all CIO, Railway Brotherhoods and 75 per cent of the
AFL unions behind progressive
measures.
Acting as a clearing house for
all legislation in which organized
labor was interested, the labor
lobby functioned smoothly,
adopting rules, electing officials
and issuing credentials to its
members. Regular bulletins were
published on the progress of such
bills as the FEPC, health, extension of unemployment and
sickness compensation b ii is,
clearing the way for action to
insure their passage.
CHECKED BILLS
Manned by close to 50 members, the Joint Labor Lobby outnumbered the membership of the
state senate and more than

matched the number, of trade
unionists in the legislature.
Every bill was checked with
the attorney general's office before final action was taken by the
organization. Even so, it was not
all sunshine for the lobby.
The press distorted or ignored
labor's action on the proposed
little Wagner act. A small group
centered around President James
Taylor of the State Federation of
Labor broke ranks to line up
with employers against passage
of the rewritten industrial's insurance act.
Officers of the,joint lobby are:
Chairman Jack Denise, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firgnen;
Vice Chairman Frank Andrews,
ILWU president of Local 47;
Secretary Merwin Cole, AFL'
Building Services; and Assistant
Secretary and Treasurer Cliff
Stone, AFL Aeronautical Mechanics Union.

Longshoremen, GIs, Seamen Work Together Loading Supplies for Pacific
SAN PEDRO

(FP)— There's
democracy in action down at San
Pedro harbor.
Longshoremen from ILWU
Local 13 are working alongside
merchant marines, Army GIs,
flight officers, Army lieutenants
and Navy men doing a difficult
and necessary job of loading and
unloading the supply ships for
our war in the Pacific.
Rank doesn't count here. To
the unionists, it's an every-day
job. To the servicemen and men
"on the beach" it's a fill-in job
after hours, if they are stationed
at the harbor, or while on furlough there, pitching in on work
that has to be done and lining
their pockets with extra dollars
which they can use.
USES SURPLUS LABOR
That's the story of the US Emplyoment Service's casual labor
pool hiring hall which has been
in effect since May, 1943. It was
set up by the San Pedro USES,
the ILWU local and the Water-

front Employers Association
when they found there was a
manpower reservoir which would
be wasted unless some such system was put into effect.
Fifty thousand men were dispatched from this hiring hall last
year and 500,000 manhours of
labor were performed loading
warbound ships. The 60 harbor
employers of the Waterfront Employers Association and the
nearby high octane refineries,
after calling the ILWU hiring
hall and finding the union men
tied up in jobs, get in touch with
the USES pool, and their needs
are quickly supplied with offduty Gls, officers, seamen and
civilians.
Casual labor is "day to day"
labor, yet the ILWU fights their
battles and asks no union dues
from them. Casuals have the
same statue as union men and
work together with them as a
great team. Local 13 President
William S. Lawrence was once
asked whether there was anir

trouble between union men and
servicemen.
"Hell, no," he said. "Hundreds
of these casuals have joined our
union. We get along fine."
Those who wish to join can do
so after a month of working out
of the pool. They are then given
a temporary card for six months,
after which they are taken into
the union on a permanent basis.
The scale for casual labor is $1.10

an hour, $1.65 for night work, so
a serviceman on furlough earns
$16.50 for a 10-hour night job.
The USES says the servicemen
work like a gun crew, understanding motion and functioning well
together with the unionists. In
all, the situation seems one to
please management,labor, GI Joe
on leave---and GI Joe overseas
who's on the receiving end of the
precious war goods.

Public Backs Equality for Negroes
DENVER (FP)---Unions bar- • the South, would give a Negro a
ring Negroes from jobs as rail- chance at the job.
road engineers are heading fer
The NORC, in announcing
a clash with American public these results March 10, pointed
opinion as well as the courts.
out that public attitudes on this
Seventy-two per cent of white issue are of particular interest
people in the US believe that in view of the recent decision of
Negroes qualified to be railroad the US Supreme Court, which
engineers should be given a denied the right of the Brotherchance at the job, according to a hood of Locomotive Firemen and
nation-wide survey by the Na- Enginemen (unaffiliated) to entional Opinion Research Center. force contracts discriminating
As many as 82 per cent in the against Negro engineers and
North. but only 43 Der cent in firemen.
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ILWU Wins
NLRB Vote
In Sandusky

3,664Hawaii
Mill Workers
Vote ILWU
HILO, T. H. — The ILWU
earned the right to bargain for
3,664 sugar mill workers, onethird of the entire Hawaiian sugar
industry, last week when the final
four out of 14 NLRB elections
held on the big island made- it a
clean sweep for the union.
Capping a six-month intensive
organizing drive, sugar mill workers wgnt to the polls and chalked
up overwhelming majorities for
the union, despite company pressure and AFL intervention.
The recent victories made good
the wagers of ILWU Internatiohal Representatives Jack Hall
and Frank Thompson, who sparkplugged the drive, that Hawaiian
locals would have thousands more
members by convention time.
AFL HAS ONE MILL
All sugar mills on the island
of Hawaii are now under ILWU
jurisdiction with the exception of
Waiakea Sugar, where the AFL
signed a backdoor agreement
over a year ago for a unit onethird the size the iLviru has
organized.
Approximately seven sugar
mills on Oahu and Kauai Islands
remain to be organized and it is
expected that ILWU majorities
will be signed up there soon.
Last to be heard from were
these companies:
1. Hutchinson Sugar Plantation
Company—Unit 1-158 for ILWU
Local 141-2 to 4 for no union;
Unit 2-16 for ILWU to 6 for no
union.
2. Hawaiian Agricultural Company—Unit 1-260 for ILWU Local 141-1 to 1 for no union; Unit
2-19 for ILWU to.1 for no union.
3. Honomu Sugar Company—
Unit 1 111 for ILWU Local 142-3
to 1 for no union; Unit 2-16 for
ILWU to 0 for no union.
4. Hakalau Sugar Company—
Unit 1-169 for ILWU Local 1425 to 1 for no union; Unit 2-22
for ILWU to 0 for no union. •
Returns for the other 10 elections were carried in the March
9 Dispatcher.
Between 50 to 60 per cent of
the employes in the sugar companies are covered in the units
which were determined by' the
NLRB in its famous decision of
January 12 in Washington.
The contention of. the employers that many workers should be
classified as "agricultural" and
not subject to organization by the
ILWU, was overruled by the
NLRB which stated: "Agriculture
ceases with the loading of the
cut-cane onto the first means of
transportation."
Workers in both field and nonagricultural jobs voted if 50 per
cent of their work was non-agricultural.
BARGAINING BEGINS
Unique feature of the elections
was that 11 of the sugar eases
were considered as one at the
NLRB hearings held on the Islands in August and September.
Briefs were filed by both union
and employers in October. In Deeember the AFL asked oral argument before NLRB in Washington, D. C.
Arguing for the ILWU were
Martin Raphael of the National
CIO staff and Harriet Bouslog,
11.4WU Washington representative. The AFL failed to sh6'iv at
these hearings, after requesting
them and delaying a decision for
at least a month.
Next jab on the islands, reported the ILWU leaders, is to
consolidate every ILWU unit in
the sugar industry. Negotiations
on wages, hours and working
conditions as well as broader
union issues are slated to begin.

"

CLEVELAND— Workers at the
Hinde and Dauch warehouse in
Sandusky chalked up a nine to
one ballot for the ILWU DiOribution Workers in the NLRB
elketion held March 6.
The tally was: ILWU 198,
company union 2P, no union 7,
with three void ballots and 48
not voting.
Chartered as Local 224, the
Hittite and Dauch workers are
now getting started on bargaining
Despite the company' plea: 'Give us a chance to work out condi- for a contract. President of the
tions and vote against the union," workers at the Los Angeles local is Ralph A. Otto, secretary
Stamp and Stationery Company chose the ILWU by a two-to-one majority in the NLRB elec- is marguerite Mauer.
tions. Poll-watchers were (left to right): the NLRB official, Mr. Taylor; company representaOrganizing began in January
at the corrugated paper box plant
tive, Mr. Beck and Chief Steward Frank Lucas.
with the setting up of a bargaining unit including production,
maintenance, factory and clerical
employes.

They Voted ILWU

Clearance of Loyal Nisei
Fay, Bove
To Waterfront Work Urged Convicted of
Extortion
HILO, T. H.—Clearance of Yoshito Watanabe, active unionist,
longshoreman and loyal Japanese American, from all further
military intelligence persecution
was being .sought by the ILWU
last week, in a step to end discrimination against an important
sourse of trained Nisei manpower
for the Hawaiian waterfront.
The union has gone to bat for
Americans of Japanese ancestry,
known to be loyal and anxious
to contribute their experience as
longshoremen to the war effort.
Mart dockers who could be used
in hustling war cargo to the Pacific fronts are Nisei, and the
ILWU is standing up for their
right to work on the waterfront.
At the University of Hawaii,
Dr. John Dademaker, assistant
sociology professor told a
large gathering March 2 that
removal of the 113,000 people
of Japanese ancestry from
the west coast was largelyy
based on selfish economic interests using race prejudice as
its weapon, He charged that
97 percent of the evacuees
"were as loyal as General Be
Witt." He declareds that the
Japanese owned 'V200,000,000
in property and that certain
anti - Japanese organizations
have already appropriated
much of it.
ILWU officials pointed out
last week that American-Japanese dockers have pared absenteeism down to a minimum, building up a top-rate record as good
workers and active unionists.
Their work loading and unloading ships has duplicated their
role in the Army, where the
union reported Niseii casualties
have been high in proportion to
their numbers.
LOYAL NIESE SQUELCHED
In spite of this, the union
charged, military intelligence has
prevented many proven loyal Japanese - Americans from working
on the docks where trained men
are so badly needed.
At Port Allen Terminal on
Kaua i, a group of JapaneseAmerican longshoremen, volunteers for civilian defense jobs
and bond-buyers with sons in
the Army were kept from working on the ships and employed
on maintenance jobs only 100
feet away from the docks.
In the case of Watanabe, born
on Kauai and a longshoreman at
Port Allen terminal for 11 years,
the union declared that discrimination for security reasons is
completely unfounded.
ILWU SCORES POLICY
Questioning of Watanabi began
almost five months after Pearl

Harbor, shortly after he delivered
laundry to a U.S. ship, where one
of his customers was a radio
technician. Officials of the ONI
visited his home, heard his story,
investigated his background and
on August 5, 1944, removed his
waterfront pass.
Reinstatement of Watanabe as
a docker at Cooke and Castle in
Honolulu was finally obtained,
after the ILWU pointed out the
facts of the case—that Watanabe's family had no living relations in Japan, his father had
been employed at Port Allen for
30 years, and that Watanabe was
known to be a loyal trade unionist.
Recent reopening of the baseless investigation against Watanabe was scored by the ILWU.
International Represe ntative
Frank ,Thompson pointed out
that needless intimidation of loyal Japanese-American longshoremen has lowered the morale of
the group. The union is taking
the matter up with the proper
authorities in its drive to cement
Hawaiian homefront unity.

Petaluma AFL Hears
Bridges' Record

PETALUMA Over a hundred
AFL members, servicemen, farmers and their wives heard the
Hollywood recording of the Harry
Bridges case last week when
Petaluma AFL'er Al Brown
UMRRA Asks Clothing
Los Angeles Stamp
WASHINGTON—Multiple and played it at a community social
Workers Go ILWU
conflicting clothing drives for at the Carpenters Hall, for which
LOS ANGELES — The ILWU war victims will be eliminated Brown acted as master of cerewoft the NLRB election at the April 1 when a United Nations monies.
Business Agent Ira Vail from
Los Angeles Stamp Company, collection drive to gather 150 milheld March 8, when the workers lion pounds of clothing for the Petaluma reported that the revoted 55 to 31 to be represented war-destitute of all nations gets cordings "are really making a hit
up this way.!"
by Local 26,
under way.
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NEW YORK—Joseph S. Fay
and James Bove, AFL constructt,e. prIre.it
tion trades leaders, were convictii, I., tA,Ii$
4ipb
ed of extortion and conspiracy
Is Radio Going Liberal? by
to extort by a New York supreme
Emil Corwin and Alan Reitman;
court blue ribbon jury March 15 CIO-PAC, 205 East 42 Street.
and face possible jail sentences New York City; 4 pp.; free.
/
2 to 15 years.
of from 71
Reprinted from the February
Fay, a vice president of the 12, 1945, New Republic magazine
International Union of Hoisting is this picture of the new welEngineers, and Bove, who re- come mat radio has pIaced outsigned as vice president of the side its studio door for labor
International Hod Carriers Build- broadcasters. Disruptionist birds
ing & Common Laborers Union like Henry J. Taylor and Upton
the day his trial opened, were Close have been shooed off the
found guilty on two of seven air and the article says that labor
counts, conspiracy to extort pressure had a big part in the
$703,000 from contractors work- shooing. Corwin and Reitman
ing on the New York-Delaware point a finger at handicaps to
water project and extortion of radio's liberalism, the NAB code,
$62,000 tom the Walsh Construc- reactionary sponsors and network owners, and lethargic radio
tion Company.
listeners.
The two men, who were inSmall Farm and Big Farm, by
dicted almost two years ago, were
charged with extorting money on Carey MeWillians; Public Affairs
threats of creating labor trouble. Committee, 30 Rockefeller Plaia,
New York 20; 31 pp.; 10 cents.
A pamphlet which points out
that the big farms are more closely related to industry than agriculture, that small farms result
in a more stable, prosperous comAFL, officially, is about that of munity, and that the farm bloc
the Russia-hating, labor-hating does not represent the farmer.
Chicago Tribune. As internation- Unionists will want to know the
alists, the big-shots of the AFL reasons why farm labor is unare lagging about a lap and a protected by legislation, the type
half behind Senator Burton K. of farm organizations that now
Wheeler. What Pravda's brain exist, and why they fail to cover
boys don't understand, though, is Negroes, sharecroppers, tenant
the truly amazing lack of any farmers and farm labor in an
connection between the way over-all sense.
President William Green thinks
Labor Unions In the Far East,
and the way the average AFL by Eleanor H. Lattimore; Amerimember acts and votes. Bill can Council, Institute of Pacific
Green is not a commissar— hes Relations, 1 East 54 Street, New
a tradition ..."
York 22; 56 pp.; 10 cents.
A look into the labor movement, past and present in India,
China, Japan, Southeast Asia and
the Philippines, where except for
Japan, there is little industry and
MOSCOW (ALN)---Trade union where an impoverished peonage
organization has already made provides an almost limitless labor
rapid strides in Serbia, Mase- supply. For those who fear the
donia, Dalmatia, Montenegro and "menace of cheap Oriental labor"'
Vojvodina and in the liberated this pamphlet underlines the soregions of Slovenia, Croatia, Bos- lution: Raising the labor standnia and Herzegovina, and a na- ards of the East.
tional conference of trade unions
is being planned for the forma- WLB Cites Company
tion of a united trade union federation of Yugoslavia, it was re- Union Tactics at Wilsons
WASHINGTON (FP)—An inported here.
The movement for the estab- termediate report to the NLRB
lishment of a united trade union March 9 recommended that Wilcenter for all regions and nation- son & Co., one of the big Solar
alities of Yugoslavia began at a meat packers, be directed to
meeting in Belgrade on Decem- cease dominating and recognizing
ber 31, 1944, attended by 20,000 a company union, the Employes
professional, industrial and gov- Representative Committee, at its
ernment workers of Belgrade and Oklahoma City plant and break
other towns. This meeting unani- the contract it signed with ERC.
At the same time the report
mously adopted a resolution emphasising that the workers "must recommended that the company
play an active part in the resto- be told to stop discouraging memration of the national economy bership in the United Packingand in the building of a free, house Workers (CI)) and to redemocratic Federative Yugosla- instate an employe, Millard Blasevia," and as its first step elected ingame, who was found to have
an organising committee to re- been fired for joining the CIO
build the trade union movement. union.

AFL Foreign Policy Has
No Rank and File Roots
SAN DIEGO (FP)—The foreign policy of the 'AFL, which
"officially is about that of the
Russia-hating, labor-hating Chicago Tribune," does not represent the sentiments of the rankand-file AFL members, the Labor
Leader, AFL paper, informed
Pravda, Moscolv newspaper.
In a friendly worded editorial,
the Labor Leader said the Russian paper was "about 80 per
cent corrOct" in accusing the
AFL of being "headed by a flock
of Russia-hating reactionaries intent on playing America First
with the labor movement,"
LIP SERVICE TO PROGRESS
"In the department of international relations, Messrs. Green,
Tobin, Hutcheson et al., have
missed the bus to an extent that
remindsfthe onlooker of Warren
Gamaliel Harding and the
League of Nations. They have
given lip-service to progress,
while refusing to budge one inch
in its dangerous direction. They
have hung their clothes on the
hickory limb, but not gone near
the water.
"The foreign policy of the

"

Yugoslays Rebuild
Free Trade Unions
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Oakland Labor Councils Endorse
United For Oakland Committee Slate

1.1-patt

OAKLAND — A joint meeting of Local G.
of the three Oakland labor CounThe United for Oakland Comcils, CIO, Railroad Brotherhoods mittee formed earlier this month
and AFL Building Trades, en- is a non-partisan group pledged
thusiastically endorsed the Unit- to the election of candidates for
ed for Oakland Committee's slate municipal office in the April 17
of city office candidates last elections who will "dedicate
Monday, March 12, as all Oak- themselves to community service,
land civic minded citizens jotned to clean, efficient government
forces in the campaign to "clean and the welfare and progress of
up Oakland."
all the people of the city."
LOCAL 6 GIVES $10410
The committee includes repreFirst contribution to the cam- sentatives of labor, management,
paign was made by Paul Heide, business, industry, the profeswho presented $1000 on behalf sions, Democrats, Republicans,
and church and service groups.
FOR A BETTER OAKLAND
Candidates endorsed by the
committee were pledged to modernize transportation and streets,
support post-war development,
aid in solving veterans' problems, provide more democratic
city government and establish a
civic unity rorpmittee for Oakland.
Included in its planks for postwar development are the following:
Further development of Oakland's harbor facilities, expansion
of existing municipal docks, terminals and warehouses and promotion of Oakland as a deep-sea

Staff photo.

Need a Room?
One of the planks in the United
for Oakland Committee platform is slum clearance and
provision of better and more
adequate housing facilities in
Oakland both now and for after the war. The program calls
for a comprehensive urban development and restoration program which will include development of new districts and
relieve overcrowded conditions now prevailing in cortain
sections of the city.

Bridges Calls
For New
Wage Policy
SAN FRANCISCO—Wages are
not the problem of any one
union, or even of all of labor, but
el the whole community, 1LWU
President Harry Bridges told the
San Francisco Local membership
Wednesday, March 7.
Bridges called on the members
to revise their old theories that
wage increases in the future
could be obtained through a
struggle between capital and labor. "We have to formulate a
wage program which will be the
basis for security, jobs and prossperity in the post-war," he stated,
reflecting that a Local 6 committee during the corning month
will be determining the local's
future wage policy.
"It mast be a policy which will
both benefit the whole community and which can elicit community support behind it," he observed. "It will have to be a wage
policy which the employers will
go for."
Bridges named two specific
roadroarks which should govern
the committee's decisions. "We've
got to think in terms of real
wages—not merely money
wages," he warned. "That means
what you can buy with your dollar and what you have left when
you have paid your bills and

taxes.
"After the war we must also
concentrate both on increasing
productivity and on getting a pro
portionate share of the increased
productivity," be advised.

Dispatcher Staff p oto.

Want a Ride?

levitation* to the event, which
will feature community singing
led by Ciacoma Patri and his
guitar, Frederick Thompaon, a
founder of the canteen as master
of ceremonies, and refreshments
were mailed out this week to all
Local 6 warehouses.
.Mothers and wives will also
hear Carrot Levine, a Red Cross

OAKLAND
4.

One of Four Grocers
Cheat on OPA Ceilings

Check The
Book Week
Begins Now
SAN FRANCISCO
A checkthe-book week will begin tomorrow, March 24, and last through
March 31, President Richard
Lynden announced today.
During this time all members
are required to have their membership books on their person for
examination by the stewards.
Stewards will fill out a form
indicating the dues' standing of
each member working in his
house. After these forms have
been received, office procedures
which will automatically catch up
with "dues chiselers" will be in-
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WASHINGTON (FP) — More
than one fourth of US food stores
are enjoying the dirty little game
of cheating the American housewife, OPA Administrator Chester
Bowles said.
In a conference with grocers
here to learn about a new OPA
drive to enforce price regulations,
Bowles said that 27 per cent of
the food stores are overcharging
the consumer and that 12 per
cent of all food items are sold
at illegal prices.
All of this mounts up, he declared, to overcharging the nation's housewives about $1 billion
a year.

stituted.
Members holding red books
were informed that their books
were declared void an March 15
and that after March 31, anyone
holding a red book will be obliged
to pay a full initiation fee. ..

Auxiliary Sponsors Mother's
Night At CIO Canteen
SAN FRANCISCO — A Blue
Star Mothers' night honoring
wives, mothers and sisters of CIO
servicemen and merchant seamen
will be sponsored this Wednesday, March 26, at 7:30 p.m. at the
CIO canteen, 150 Golden Gate
avenue, by the ILWU and NMU

UNITED rit

Don't just stand and wait, says
the Committee. One of its
major proposals is traffic and
transportation improvements.
Its candidates are pledged to
secure better transportation to
outlying areas in order to encourage development, housing
construction and make available to the community, particularly to children, many recreation centers, parks, playgrounds, swimming pools, and
lakes not now used to any degree of capacity because of
inadequate transportation.

port with encouragement to new
industry to locate here.
Support of all phases of aviation development, both commercial and private, and extension of
Oakland's airport facilities.
HOUSING. SLUM CLEARANCE
Immediate expansion of wartime housing facilities in cooperation with federal housing
authorities; complete slum clearance and revision of residential
building restrictions where necessary to permit and encourage rehabilitation of older districts and
fullest developments of new residential districts.
The post-war program also
calls for a public works program
in cooperation with other communities in this area, a health
survey, a recreation program,
sound financing and modernization of Oakland police and fire
departments.
CIVIC UNITY COMMITTEE
A civic unity committee is proposed to bring into active participation in building Oakland all
the "rich human resources of the
city — religious, nationality, racial, employer, labor, service
clubs, veterans; political and professional. The purpose of the
committee is to "promote the
highest degree of civic unity,
thus precluding the serious consequences of strife, bigotry and
prejudice."
Named to co-chair the executive committee of the United
for Oakland Committee at their
last meeting were Patrick W. McDonough, chairman of the County Democratic Central Committee, and Frank N. Belgrano, Jr.,
Republican, former national commander of the American Legion
and president of the Central
Bank of Oakland.
Paul Heide, was named chairman of the Budget committee.

director of canteen services overseas, tell of her experiences with
servicemen abroad.
SIGN HONOR ROLL
In tribute to the servicemen,
an honor roll book will be signed
with their names by mothers and
wives attending. The boot wilt
Later become the property of the
San Francisco Auxiliary Council.
Sponsored jointly by the ILWU
and NMU auxiliaries and the San
Francisco CIO Council, the affair
is the first one of its kind specially dedicated to CIO members
serving at the fighting fronts.
ILWU auxiliary members serving on committees for the affair

Dispatcher Staff photo.

Sign Up Here
At least a thousand °precinct
workers are wanted, reports
Ruby Heide, Oakland CIO
Council, to do the leg work in
the coming April 17 Oakland
elections. A booth where CIO
members may sign up is located in the CIO office at 160
Grand avenue. Here Local 6
Dispatcher Myron Aax puts
the last nail in the booth as
Thelma Apley contemplates the
"Leg work".

Two of the candidates
supported for city office
are pictured here. Left to right are Herman Bittman, machininclude Louise Kircher in charge ist, member of CIO Steel Workers Local 1304 and candidate
of publicity with Florence Posey for councilman from District 6, John J. Steggee, candidate for
and Lillian Lynch, Betty Caliche councilman from District 4 and W. J. Rigney, superintendent at
and Agnes Bragg on the program the American Can company in Oakland where Bitiman is emcommittee, and Alma Haapla, ployed.
When elected, Batman will be the first working man
Asta Harman, Elizabeth Aer and
on the Oakland council. Other candidates supported by the
Amy Watson on kitchen detail.
All wives, mothers and sisters United for Oakland committee are: Robert S. Ash, AFL Cenof Local 6 members in service tral Labor Council secretary for councilman at large; Frank
were invited to come and be en- Youell, incumbent councilman, for District 2; Ray Waring, for
tertained hv the asiviliaripa
city auditor and Mrs. Ella Andker for the Board of Education.

Elect These Men

BlIEW

Rank and File Committee
To Devise New Wage Policy
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Speaking for Both the
Living and the Dead—
SAN FRANCISCO — T h e
only remaining member of a
group of 10 Local 6 employees
of Smith News, Inc., who every
day for three months wrote
President Roosevelt asking
citizenship for Bridges during
the last Bridges deportation
hearing, wrote the Pret-iclent
again last fortnight.
"1 cannot add to this letter
the signatures of my fellow
workers who daily signed our
former letters," Warrick M.
Tompkins ended. "Three of
that small group have been
killed in action on far-flung
limits and the rest are scattered beyond my reach. But
I am sure that again, as when
I instigate' our other letters
to you, I can speak for both
the living and the dead in
once more requesting your
prompt and firm intervention
in the Bridges case to the end
that he may become a citizen
of the land for which he has
done so much."

SAN FRANCISCO — A report the goal of assuring security to
on the status of negotiations with members.
independent houses and the state
"Not all our aims can be
of the union was made last fort- gained through collective barnight to both San Francisco and gaining," he pointed out. "Some
Oakland memberships by Presi- are only attainable through legisdent Richard Lynden.
lative and political action. As
Members to a budget commit- an example of the achievements
tee to examine the general finan- already made through political
cial structure of the union in action, he noted that California
conjunction with the board of was the only state in the United
trustees were elected from both States where "because, of our
units, to be supplemented by successful political activities, the
members from Stockton, San governor felt it incumbent to ask
Jose, Petaluma and Crockett. The for and back a health bill.
"Our great victory in the last
committee will make financial
recommendations to their re- elections," he commented, -was
not alone in gains made for ourspective memberships.
Also to be elected is an ad- selves, but in the march of huvisory committee to assist officers manity towards a better life.
"In the last analysis—jobs for
in negotiations with contracts
opening in April. Two represen- all is the only real security we
tatives from each industry (drug, have that we will attain the things
coffee, hardware, etc.) will be for which we are now fighting.
"The unity and participation of
elected at industry meetings to
be called before the end of the all members is necessary to obmonth. The committee will meet tain for ourselves and the comwith officials, the research depart- munity the gains we so justly
ment and labor members of the deserve," he stated.
A report by Vice-President Joe
War Labor Board and make a report to the next membership Lynch on the organizing drive revealed that 500 new members
meeting.
have been brought into the union
BRIEFS COMPLETED
in the last 30 days from among
Lynden reported that 80 per Civil
(the
Service workers in the
of course)
cent of the independent contracts
warehouse industry and that a
Medical expenses incidental to birth of a baby in a family
were in the process of negotiatotal of 3,000 was expected by
O AKL AND—A community amount up to $200 or $300, Local 6 members estimated last
tions, with some already signed.
July of this year.
rally featuring Augustus Haw- fortnight. Under the health insurance plan proposed in fho
The brief on the five cent an
BUDGET COMMITTEE
kins, author of the Fair Employhour increase for women would
Budget committee members ment- Practices Commission bill Thomas bill now before the California legislature, not only
be ready within a week, he stated.
elected in San Francisco were in the state legislature, will be would these expenses be paid from the insurance fund, but
The other briefs have been
George Pedrin, Herb Baum, held Sunday, April 8, at 2:30 p.m., employers would contribute half of the insurance premiums.
completed.
David Rader and Harry Glickat McLymond's High School in
"There is good reason to be- sohn. In
Oakland, Ed Bopp and
Oakland.
lieve the War Labor Board will
George Canete were chosen for
The rally is being sponsored
act favorably in all these eases,"
the committee, with a third to
jointly by AFL. CIO and Railroad
Lynden announced.
be named.
Brotherhood unions which have
"On sick leave we may be able
In San Francisco, a Daily Peomembers in West Oakland, and
not only to get it for ourselves ple's World
committee of Jack
SAN FRANCISCO—A resolu- of California to do everything
by the 17ith District Citizens"
in master contract and independCousens, Frank Maxey, Ida RothClub and the National Associa- tion commending the order of within their power -to cooperate
ent warehouses, but we may also stein, Barbara Saunders and
Ed
tion for the Advancement of Col- the War Department and War with the War Department in ormake it possible for other unions Hanson was
elected.
Relocation Authority which per- der to assist in the readjustment
ored People.
in the area to make this gain,"
Candidates for Oakland city mits return of loyal Americans of these loyal Japanese-Amerihe stated.
Hemp. Sugar to Move
council will be introduced at the of Japanese ancestry to the Pa- cans to ow- community life."
Commenting on the job ahead
Through
Manila Shipping rally. The meeting is also expect- cific coast, and pledging cooperaof the advisory committee which
tion in readjustment of these
will determine the union's conWASHINGTON — Commercial ed to mobilize support behind
tract demands for negotiations cargoes, mostly sugar will begin passage of the state FEPC meas- loyal Japanese-Americans to corn
munity life, was adopted by the
opening in April, Lynden warned moving from Manila, first major ure.
San
Francisco and Oakland units
Local 6 members who live in
that they must formulate a policy trans-Pacific part to be liberated
SAN FRANCISCO (FP)-- The
of Local 6 at their last memberwhich will not ask for half- from the Japanese, as soon as this district were specially inship meetings.
nationwide campaign to drop decocked demands which arc at- conditions permit, the War De- vited to attend the rally. The
The resolution, recommended portation proceedings'a gait-1st
meeting is open to the public.
tainable but must bear in mind partment has announced.
for adoption by the California ILWIJ President Harry Bridges
CIO Council, called the step -one was strengthened by a statement
in line with the principles for of support from 21 AFL leaders
which this war is being fought." in the Bay Area.
Continued prosecution of
NISEI PROVEN LOYAL
It called attention to the "es- Bridges by the Department of
tablished fact that thousands of Justice was characterized by the
our Japanese-Americans are now AFL leaden as "an endeavor to
serving their country with honor split and destroy the national
and distinction on the battle- unity which promises us victory
front" and condemned recent ac- and a prosperous, lasting peace.'
An appeal for dismissal of the
tions aimed against their return
as a "threat to the unity of our charges against Bridges'also came
from Commander R R. McFall
people."
"The experience of our coun- of the California Department of
try since Pearl Harbor has been Veterans of Foreign Wars. Mcthat these Americans of Japa- Fall said the CIO leader was
nese ancestry have proved them- -largely responsible for the fine
selves responsible and loyal war record established by the
Americans, participating in all union he heads."
phases of the war," it stated.
"As such they are entitled to as
much protection under our conThe guys in uniform at the CIO Servicemen's Center rushed over to shake hands stitution as any Americans rewith and get autographs from Paul Robeson, star of "Othello", famous concert gardless of race, creed or color."
singer and honorary member of the ILWU, after he sang and spoke there a week ago Sunday.
It called (gum all public offiOn March 25 Robeson will appear again, this time ett the Civic Auditorium in San Francisco dals of state, cosily and municipal governments and all -people
at the meeting on.civic unity.

Oakland To
Hold Civic
Unity Rally

Share If With Your Employer

Return of Japanese Hailed
As Correct Step By Local 6

21 AFL Leaders
Aid Bridges Fight

Mobbed

Bombardent of Wofie, Raids on Wlithi Described By Sailor Niarzorine

e

SAN FRANCISCO — From
Wotje to Wlithi, the battles in
the Pacific as seen by a sailor
aboard the USS Biloxi, is the
story of F 2/c. Al Marzoline, Local 6 member since October, 1942,
and formerly employed at Parraffine company.
As Marzoline tells it, ". .. we
started in the Marshalls, you
know.
JAPANESE WERE DIZZY
"We started by bombarding
Wotje, and they were throwing
everything they had at us. The
next day we moved in on Rol and
helped flatten that island. When
the Marines landed they reported
tluit the few remaining Japanese
were' still plenty dizzy. After
that the raid on Truk, then saw
five planes hit the water, three
of them were shot down by our
fighters in dog fights.
"If you remember a few weeks
later there were raids on Yap,
Paloa, Wolei, and Wlithi. We
then bombarded the coast of New

another, there were five burning were in on the raids in the South
China sea Hong Kong, Hainan,
in the water at one time.
"The second battle of the Phil- Saigon and Carnrank Bay.
"I will say it vitas quite a year,
ippines came next. I guess you
read about that. We had it pretty and active one to say the least.
exciting. During a night action Nine bombardments to this date
.. three ships sunk for sure and
we attacked and helped sink a
Japanese cruiser. She hardly I lost count of the air attacks.
knew what hit her. A few weeks Guess we anchored in every Atoll
later we hardly knew what kit you heard about, or have you?
"They are Kivajalein, Majuro,
us, . I mean that. typhoon in
Espiritu Santo, Manus, Enewitok,
November.
Saipan and Wlithi. Last white
54 DAYS AT SEA
woman or any women we saw was
"Yes. .. we were in it, doing last March when a unit from
a 42 degree roll, our biggest so
Hollywood put on a show. Ray
far. One of the three destroyers Milland was there.
that was sunk had our mail on it, THINGS LOOK BETTER
that explains the blank in our
"These islands are just like
BIGGEST VENTURE YET
correspondence. Incidentally, it you'd expect. . palm trees.
yenbiggest
came
the
"Then
was during this period that the cocoanuts... and a few natives,
ture yet. In a prelude to Mac- Biloxi was under way at sea for
"Now that it's behind me, it
Arthur's return to the Philip- fifty-four straight days. Soon doesn't seem so bad, but I don't
pines, we took part in the attacks after this, General MacArthur care to go through it again. Howon Formosa and Luzon. Off For- landed on Luzon. We were there, ever, I don't think that will be
mosa was the most exciting day, right off Luzon. That is, of necessary. Things look a lot betwhen Jap planes attacked us. We course. when we weren't hitting ter, and I have hopes that we
shot down one for sure. maybe Formosa. Following this, we may be home this year."

Guinea when General MacArthur
moved up to Hollandia—this was
at night aed some fireworks.
A month or so later we returned
for the invasion of Saipan, Tinian and Guam. During this time
we Look part in the first battle
of the Philippines. The air was
filled with ack-ack and several
planes hit the water. While the
Army and Marines put the finishing touches on Guam, we went on
several raids, bambarding the
Carolines and Bon in Islands.
While at the Bonins, we ran into
a. Jap convoy, and helped sink
three ships. After that, we were
in on taking the Palaus.

Blue Star Mother
brue star wife and more
a mother is Mrs. Paul
(Pat) Thompson, Local 6 organizing secretary who will be
one of the wives, mothers, and
sisters of servicemen to be
A

recently

honored by the ILWU auxiliary ate party to be given on
March 28 at the CIO Servicemen's canteen. Mrs. Thompson
is pictured with her two-month
old daughter Linda. Husbana
Paul has not yet seen his first
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fiams,
Uncle Sam's Warehousemen
(Local 6 Civil Service Workers)

•

Am.

Head steward
Brunicardi and stewardess Ellen Miller
n to Vladivostok and Clara BurnsJack
take charge of the clothing collection at
Fruit Industries. From March 12 to 19, members of Local 6 under the leadership of Joe Dillon
have been gathering garments from the 400 San Francisco warehouses to be shipped on Soviet

O

freighters from Portland to Vladivostok and from there to Moscow. The clothing will be distributed to war-sufferers returning to their homes in areas almost completely destroyed by Nazis.

Wagner Maps $80 Billion
Postwar Housing Program
WASHINGTON (FP) —Plans
for a gigantic postwar housing
program calling for between $7
and $8 billion a year for 10.
years in public and private investment were outlined to the
nation March 11 by Senator Robbert F. Wagner (D,, New York).
Speaking on the AFL radio
program America United, Wagner said he proposed to introduce a bill for the national housing program that -will help to
achieve employment."
"Decent housing for the millions who do not now have it will
help raise standards of living.
By both of these tests housing is
near the top of things we must
do when victory comes. Now is
the time to get ready."
The New York senator, lifelong friend of organized labor,
appeared on the program with
Boris Shishkin, AFL economist;
Ir. S. Fitzpatrick of the US Chamber of Commerce and Paul Sitton, Washington representative
of the National Farmers Union.
MUST DO BIG THINCS
Wagner said the nation has

fought a bigger war than ever
before. "We have accomplished
marvels of production. We have
the highest national income on
record... . We must think bold
thoughts. We must make broad
plans. We must do big things.
What does this mean to hous-*
ing?"
He answered the question by
recalling that before the war the
US built less than 275,000 nonfarm houses a year and "in the
first 10 years after the war we
must raise this figure to almost
3.1,‘4 million houses a year. Instead of investing only about $1
billion a year in. building of housing, we must invest $7 or $8 billion dollars a year.
"Every little mind that says:
'this cannot be done' is an obstacle to our economic progress.
Every selfish interest that says:
'we will not allow this to be
done" is an enemy to our economic security—an enemy to the
fighting men who want jobs after
the war—an enemy to the families of these men who want decent homes after the war."

A PAPER IS BORN
A new semi-monthly bulletin
to be called The Organizer and
to be written and edited by the
Civil Service Workers' publicity
committee will make its initial
appearance March 30. The Organizer will come out on alternate weeks from The Dispatcher
and will carry news about Local
6 of interest to members working
in military bases.
Plans for its publication were
laid at the first meeting of the
publicity committee which met
on March 12.
The committee also elected Al
Addy as chairman, gave assignments to its members for the
bulletin and assumed responsibility for gathering material to
be published in the Uncle Sam's
Warehouseman column in The
Dispatcher.
Members of the committee,
who were elected by the civil
service workers, are Ted Williamson from the box factory,
Marine Corps; Eleanor Fishman
and Speil Pappas, the San Frandisco Medical Depot; Al Addy,
100 Harrison, Marine Corps;
Henry Bra; lumber yard, Marine
Corps, and Fritz Schanzenbacher,
Islais Creek, Marine Corps.
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Eleanor Fishman of the S. F.
Medical Depot was elected chairman of the social committee in
the committee's first meeting
last Thursday, March 15.
The committee, set up to plan
and carry out a broad recreational, social and educational
program for members of the
union at military bases, made initial plans to (1) take over the
C30 canteen for one night, (2)
form bowling and soft-ball teams
from the military depots and pri-

New Hiring Hall
Rules for Women
SAN FRANCISCO—Hiring hall
rules for women, as amended by
action of the San Francisco general membership, provide for a
$5 fine for all Local 6 members
who refuse to accept a job or who
fail to report on the job after
accepting one.
Only exceptions to the fine for
refusal to accept a job are (1)
night work, (2) allergies (with a
docto r's certificate), (3) if
worked in the house before, or
(4) waiting for work in one's
proper classification.
Fines are subject to appeal to
the grievance committee.
The rules also provide that if a
girl on application refuses to accept a job (with above exceptions) or fails to report to the
employer or union tiller accepting a job, her application shall be
cancelled.

Ask S. F. Central Bus Terminal
SAN FRANCISCO—The Board.
of Supervisors will consider legal action to compel construction
of a central terminal suitable to
San Francisco on April 2.

Corps, and Eleanor Fishman,
Medical Depot.
PIN-UP GIRL
Local 6's Florence Fletcher,
employed at the Marine Corps
depot at 100 Harrison street, had
her picture taken by the War
Manpower Commission to help
advertise the "Man the Battle
Stations" campaign being sponsored by the U. S. Army, Navy
and WMC and Civil Service Commission. You'll be seeing her on
bill-boards, maybe.
Next re gular membership
meeting of civil service members
will be held tonight, March 23,
at 8 p.m., at 519 Mission street.
Attendance is compulsory for all
civil service union members.
However, all civil service workers are welcome.

Fair Wages Scale
,Set in Britain
LONDON—The House of Commons has passed the Wage Councils bill insuring fair wage standards throughout British industry.
Existing Trade Boards, first
set up in 1909 to protect only
sweated industries, will now become Wage Councils charged
with setting actual remuneration
in all industries.
Tri-partite councils representing employers, workers and public personalities chosen by the
Labor Minister will function.
Where there is no adequate collective bargaining agreement, the
minister shall set up an inquiry
committee to report on the need
for wage councils.
The act requires all employers
to maintain wage standards set
by collective bargaining in each
district and industry until 1950.

to Celebrate
War Mothers Week

CIO

FLORENCE FLETCHER
vate houses and a league for
inter7base competition, (3) study
the California Labor School program to determine how it can be
utilized for the benefit of members, and (4) throw a party for
civil service members and their
friends.
Members of the social committee are: Fritz Schanzenbacher
and Everett Boone from Islais
Creek, Marine Corps; Dave Rader
and Joe Sanchez, box factory,
Marine Corps; Barbara Saunders,
100 Harrison street, Marine

SAN FRANCISCO — The CIO
Congress of Women's Auxiliaries
have officially designated March
25 to March 31 as National War
Mothers Week. To commemorate the work done by War
Mothers and Wives on the homefront, the CIO International will
dedicate the March 24 Blue Network National CIO program to
War Mothers and Wives.
The San Francisco Auxiliary
Council, CIO Council and the
CIO Canteen will fete the Mothers
and Wives of CIO Servicemen at
a party on March 28.

Davis Named
Economic Stabilizer
WASHINGTON (FP)—William
H. Davis retired as chairman of
the National War Labor Board
March 7 to accept appointment
by President Roosevelt as. director of economic stabilization, succeeding Fred M. Vinson. Vinson
was confirmed by the Senate a
day previously as federal loan
administrator.
One in every 42 Americans had
syphilis in 1941.

Some Notes On Front Line
Life of Our Infantrymen
By SGT. CARL STEFFEN
always the thought that the next
HAMMOND GENERAL HOS- hit would be for you. We knew
PITAL. MODESTO—I just re- our luck wouldn't last forever.
It brings back the memory of
ceived your Xmas present (February 14) and I want to take this our refusal to load scrap iron to
opportunity to thank each and Japan.
We were given order to take
every one of you. It sure was a
an objective and we took it, no
pleasant surprise.
I just came back from overseas matter what the cost. Regardand my overseas mail is finally less of what people think, the
catching up with me. Your pack- American soldier has more guts
age really did a lot of traveling and can go further than'any Jap—about 16 or 17 thousand- miles. anese or German soldier.
Tell the men if they have a
WITH 5TH ARMY
I was with the 5th Army on the friend in the service to drop them
Italian front and it was really a line. You don't know how much
tough going. We have only we wanted mail, even just a
about 20 men from the original hello. If they don't answer,
outfit left. It sure is good to be maybe they don't get a chance.
In closing I want to say I am
back in the States and alive.
Fellows, I want to say a few proud and happy to be a member
lines about the boys in the in- of the warehouse union. It feels
fantry on the. front lines. Our good to be remembered. Keep
Diapatchor Staff photo.
life consisted of sleeping in fox up the good work!
committee
for
Hostess
Annual
the
6
assemble
Ninth
Local
Ball
to plan for
holes, eating K rations day in
the affair scheduled for April 14. Left to right (back row l they are Jackie
Selective Service has deferred
and day out, sweating out artilfiery barrages, seeing our buddies some 145,000 younger me* in Farley, Eva Ballestrasse„ Jackie Gaines, Sally arall. Marie Rankin and Wanda Allaria. &safe&
era Lou Santos. Ulan, Wits( aad1sLa
geKing their legs blown oil. AM Live war isuituitriea.

Hostesses
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Mrs. Hendricks
Asks New Drive

Resolutions committee for the all-day legislative conference sponsored by the
In Session- Stockton
unit of Local 6 last fortnight did its work on the open-air roof of
the Wolf Hotel. Left to right around the circle are Mrs. Ethel Hewlett of the Townsend Club,
Karl Jensen of the Stockton longshore Local 54, Jack W. Fuller and B. F. Thomas of the San
Joaquin County Democratic Central Committee, Ona Bernadis of Local 6, Mrs. Mary Bergman,
housewife, Mack Posey, Local 6 and John Zuckerman, farmer. L. J. Hill, secretary-treasurer of
the Cannery Workers Union, Local 20676 was also a member of the resolutions committee.

SAN FRANCISCO—A vigorous
plea for continuation of the blood
donor campaign, even though the
Purple Heart contest is over, was
made this week by Local 6 member Billie Roberts Hendricks, CIO
candidate in the campaign.
Mrs. Hendricks polled 298
votes in the contest and ranked
tenth in a list of 47 contestants.
She has already launched a
"Half Gallon Club" contest at
Schenley Distributors, where she
is employed, and urged CIO
members and unions to remember that the need for blood is
just as great now as when the
contest was inaugurated.
"Let's have more blood donors
and more "Half Gallon" and
"Gallon" clubs," said Billie.

Citizen Pia nning Committee
Grows Out of Local 6 Meet
The conferees determined to
STOCKTON—Framework for a
Citizens' Planning Committee extend membership to additional Stockton organizations bewhich will concern itself with fore deciding on a permanent
adequate housing, schooling, rec- program and delegated Speckens,
reational facilities and full enr Eckert, Zuckerman and Balatti
ployment in Stockton was set up to call on Irving Martin, Sr., ownthe Stockton Record, on
at a meeting last fortnight of er of
March 30 to obtain his support
representatives of community or- for publicizing the committee.
after being freed by the Allies.
ganizations called at the proposal
RESOLUTION PASSED
Now that DAGWOOD FILof Local 6.
The Sunday conference was
STEAD is a Sgt. at Arms he's in
The meeting grew out of an called by Local 6 in its campaign
a position to be even more atall - day legislative conference to enlist the support of Stockton
tentive to the ladies-t- and is ...
called by Local 6 on Sunday, citizens in assuming responsibilWould never call HELENE POWparticipation in city, state
March 11, to consider and back ity for
ELL and the MAKER the (Mkt
and national affairs.
Califorthe
before
state bills now
reserved type, but even they
Besides setting the groundwork
nia legislature.
for a Citizens' Planning Comshould be able to sleep on a
The Sunday meeting resolved mittee, the all-day legislative constrong pre-war bed without
breakin' it.. .'Course it's her that a planning committee be ference passed resolutions supown business if MABEL KEES- named to 'work in an advisory porting the State Fair EmployLING wants to burn up her robe, capacity to the city administra- ment Practices Bill (AB-3), the
but Gad, you'd think she c'd find tion concerning itself with all People's Health Act (Thomas Bill
civic problems affecting the life, AB449), the State McMillan Bill
a less risky way of doin' it. ..
Wonder why MORRIS WATSON health and welfare of its citi- for full employment and the comparable national bill sponsored
takes such particular care in how zens.
It proposed that "said commit- by Murray, Thomas, Wagner and
he pronounces "quisling" these
tee be instructed to meet and O'IVIalioney, and called on Condays? ...
Looks like Pealuma has noth- formulate a plan that will pro-, gress to enact a law to estabin' but dinner parties these days vide adequate housing tralispor- lish a Central Valley Authority.
Present at the educational and
—Had a party at the Occidental tation, child care, school faciliHotel f o r HOWARD MILL- ties, a recreation program to al- legislative conference were B. F.
HOUSE who just left for the leviate juvepile delinquency and Thomas Jack W. Fuller and Mrs.
Army.... Then Golden Eagle will promote full employment for Maud Dyers of the San ,Joaquin
Democratic Central Committee,
Milling Co. gave a dinner attend- the people of Stockton."
First meeting of groups inter- Mrs. Ethel Hewlett and Louise
ed by 40 members and their
wives, out of money from the ested in setting up the planning Dyer of the Townsend Club, RevCoke machine.... Must be catch- committee met on Friday, March erend Leo A. Schmidt, Catholic
ing out at MJB -MARIE DERBY 16, in the Chamber of Commerce Church (St. Mary of Annunciation), Guillermo R. Reyues, of
(who's Pop is just recently outa conference chamber.
the Food, Tobacco, Agricultural
the Army) has quit to have a
CIVIC GROUPS ATTEND
baby. ... Not to be outdone,
and Allied Workers, Local 7, A.
It was attended by Professors
LoRETTA WRIGHT has quit for
of
the A. Gonzales of the Inter.ConiIrving Goleman and Eckert
the same reason. ...
College of the Pacific, J. L.,Gos- munity Organigation of Filipinos,
That international musician set, Superintendent of -Schools,
A. Odell Thurman and L. J. Hill
DOM GALLO entertained the
Al Speckens of the Westside of the AFL Cannery Workers
"flies" at Monk Young's by playStuart Gibbons, presing Irish songs on his harmonica, Merchants, Stockton War Chest, Union 20676, and John Zuckerident of the
to be cheered and patted on the
Mrs. Ethel Hewlett of the Town- man, manager of the Weyl Zuckback and lovingly called MAC-send Club, J. C. Sommers of the erman Produce Company.
then he roamed around No. Beach
Ck amber of Commerce, Father
Karl Jensen and E. C. Rictiardand played Italian songs with
James O'Conner4 the Catholic son
the same results, only greeted as
represented Stockton's longowner
Church, John Zuckerman,
GIOVANNI there.... Such unZuckerman Produce shore local 54 at the conference.
Wey1
the
of
lady-like shrieks 'round the office
Mary Bergman,
Speakers at the meeting were
when PATSY MONAGHAN and Company, Mrs.
I.I11 of the AFL Revels Cayton, who spoke on the
ANITA FRANCO were stuck in housewife, L. J.
Union, Local
the elevator between floors. ... Cannery Workers
FEPC, David Medley, on health
in Stockunion
largest
(the
20676
They were saved by that heroic
and Aubrey Grossman,
Insurance,
ton) and E. H. Ralatti, Stockton
JOE MUZIO.
on unemployment insurance.
Local business agent.

'Tis said that things are pretty
dead 'round C&R now that SYLVIA MAKER has left. They still
amuse themselves with remembering the time she lost her shoe
outa the car (????) and ran out
after it, then back to the car
while it was still going.... Hear
PAUL CLEMENCE is finally
outa the hospital and back on the
job — 'bout time. ... BEN
WHITELEY had quite an experience the other day—he was on
the Canadian Legion's reception
committee meeting the returning
liberated Philippine prisoners—
too bad he wasn't one of the bagpipers — heda look darling in
kilts. ...
Heard good news of JACK
OLSEN—he's now a Pfc. and also
received an Infantry Combat
Medal. . . JACK'S brothel'
LEON is expecting to get home
some time 'round September, via
the rotation system—hope so.
'Avasn't long ago that PHYLLIS AGNEW took a ride down
to Redwood City with her serviceman boy friend, and came
back MRS. CHAPIN. Congratulations. .. Who's that good
lookin' big bruiser VERN WALTON has been ',taken' goo goo
. No wonder
eyes at lately?
SALLY "DIMPLE" CONSORTI
Is all smiles over the pictures she
received from her seabee papa—
the gals are all dripping with
envy—say he's built like Atlas,
and looks like an Esquire ad ...
The Stockton unit lost a couple
more guys to the Army—PAUL
RIVIERA and OSCAR PETERSEN—'tis said one of the things
OSCAR will miss most is his dog,
who's quite an entertainer and
has been a constant companion.
. HANK MILLER is s'posed to
"I do" it soon with one M. S.
(??), or maybe they've already
"dooed" it. ... Next time JACK
SCAHILL parks his car he Petaluma Member Dies
oughta drop a trail of beans so's In Auto Accident
he'll be able to find it again—
PETALUMA—Hans Kopf, forinstead of accusing people of mer employee of Golden Eagle
making game with him....
Milling Company, one of the
Dunno if HAM 'N EGGS is just original members of Local 6 in
jealous of LYNCH or what, but Petaluma, died in an automobile
anyway he was in bed for a week accident last fortnight.
The
'Twas especial- funeral was held on March 13.
with tonsilitis.
ly good when SGT. RALPH
STR1ZIEK visited Crockett again
Grow
'cause he was a wounded prisoner Soviet Scientists
of war in Germany and has just Cotton in Four Colors
recently returned to the U. S.
WASHINGTON—Naturally colored cotton in greens, rose,lemon
Local 6 to Staff New
and brown colors is now being
grown in the Soviet Union, the
Petaluma Mfg. Plant
PETALUMA—Petaluma Indus- USSR Information Bulletin antries, a new manufacturing plant, nounced in its February 15 issue.
The yield per acre is similar
owned by Kinne and Early, began operations in Petaluma on to that of ordinary white cotton.
March 14 with seven employees From a schedule of 350 tons
furnished by the Local 6 hiring picked and 12,000 yards of cloth
woven last year, production is
hall.
The plant will be in full opera- expected to jump to 700 tons hartion by the end of next week vested and over a million yards
with 25 to 30 women employees. of cloth manufactured this year,
The plant will bb working on putting the project beyond the
ex neriMental MAIM
government contracts.

Yal

DISPATCHER

Man of
Fortnight

MRS. ASTA HARMAN
A hard working committeewoman who won tributes for her
consistent work from the Local
6 servicemen's committee, the
ILWU auxiliary and the CIO canteen is Mrs. Asta
Mrs. Harman has been a member of the servicemen's committee ever since it was first started.
"She almost never misses a meeting," said its chairman, Jim Barrett, and "all the members are
indebted to her for her cheerful
plugging away at any job she can
handle."
Mrs. Harman is in charge of
tbe welfare committee of the
ILWU auxiliary. It is hex job to
take care of sending cards, flowers and making visits to sick
members. When the auxiliary
takes over at the CIO canteen,
Mrs. Harman is always on the
job in the kitchen, making sandwiches and "doing the dishes and
the coffee."
She is a six-time blood donor.
And it is her home which hears
the practicing of the Local 6
drum corps.
"Make her our torch lady of
the fortnight" was the request
from all three groups which she
has served.

Chavez FEPC Bill Backed
WASHINGTON (FP)-- Wholehearted support for the Chavez
bill creating a permanent Fair
Employment Practice Commission with enforcement powers
was voiced before a subcommittee of the Senate Education and
Labor Committee March 12, representatives of labor and church
groups.
At the same time the witnesses
unanimously criticized the measure by Senator Robert A. Taft
(R., Ohio) creating a permanent
FEPC with no penalty provisions
and limited to education and investigation.
Among the witnesses were Dr.
Samuel McRae Caved, of the Federal Council of Churches of
Christ, Rabbi J. X. Cohen of the
American Jewish Congress,
George K. Ilunton, secretary of
the Catholic Interracial Council;
Mrs. Ruth Mougey Worrell, executive secretary of United Cowscil of Church Women, and James
Adaips, chairman of the Social
Service Division, National Baptist Convention, Inc.

First U. S. Department of Labor Certificates of Safety
Achievement awarded in any western state were presented March 6 to management and labor at the Paraffins Companies Inc. at their Emeryville

Safely Achievement

plant. Five union awards were made of which Local 6 received three. Oakland Business Agent
Louis Goniok (second from right) received the the awards for Local 6. Holding the certificate
are (seated) Ford M. Lasing, Vice President in charge of manufacture and P. E. Spitzer, Ikeoional SefeiV Consultant, U. S. Department of Labor, who mode the,awards.
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On The March

Political Action Begins
With Registering of Vote
By J. R. Robertson
What is meant by political responsibility? Is voting in state
and national elections the end
to political responsibility? Obvihusly not. When we gain union
recognition for a group of workers is that the end of our organizing responsibility? No. The
process has just started.
The same holds true in the
political field. Registering and
voting is just
t h e beginning
of the whole
process of political responsibility. Without exeption, a soluion to any economic or social
problem affecting an individRobertson ual or a group
of people is
found through some phase of
political activity.
A few examples: Mary Jones,
workirg in a stationery warehouse under contract to our
union is entitled to a raise, because of new duties. The employer automatically grants a
wage increase because the War
Labor Board has provided for
this type of increase in rules of
the board.
What are wages? Are they
the sum vie find in our pay
checks? Obviously, the answer
is no. Wages include not only
"take-home" pay, but all those
services which government has
provided through taxation and
other means: unemployment
compensation, industrial accident benefits, old age insurance,
free schools, etc. Each of these
benefits is clearly in addition
to each worker's earnings. We
can get further gains along
these hues if we know how to
fight for them.

Federal Health Plan
Means Higher Pay
Additional gains would include a health plan financed by
the state or federal government,
more liber al unemployment
compensation laws, and a better industrial accident plan. As
yet the best unemployment insurance law of any state allows
a maximum of only 26 weeks'
unemployment benefits, far below a rate sufficient to provide
decent living.
We need unemployment compensation laws which will guarantee the individual sufficient
income to support his family
for the total time he is unemployed.
Housing is one of the most
acute problems today. The OPA
has set rent ceilings to keep
rents from spiraling upward.
Housing agencies control the allotment of space, under federally-controlled housing projects.
Constructing a new home or repairs to an old one must first
be okayed by the government
agency in charge.
TRANSPORTATION: If you
drive a car, you recognize the
rigid control government is enforcing in rationing gasoline,

Consumers Lash at
Price Act's Foes

rubber, etc. ODT has complete
control of the methods under
which private and public owned
local transportation facilities
operate.
EDUCATION: The entire national educational system, from
our kindergartens and elementary schools to our highest institutions of learning is controlled by some arm of government. One of the greatest needs
in the country today is for nurseries, efficiently staffed, which
will give working mothers assurance that their children are
being well provided for while
they are making their contribution toward the war effort.
Juvenile delinquency is a problem of national importance.
Proper educational and recreational facilities must be developed to encourage the youth
of the nation to utilize their
time constructively.

Every Election
Is Important
The solution to these problems and many others, will be
found through political activity
in either local, state or national
affairs.
Once the individual member
understands how the machinery
of government can work for
him, then he has a fuller realization of the importance of
electing government officials
who will carry out their duties
for the benefit of himself and
the people as a wholq.
No election—whether it be
city, state or national—is unimportant. When election day
rolls around, every member will
know the importance, not only
of qualifying himself to vote,
but also of carrying the program
to his neighbors, so they will
go to the polls and vote for
proper representation in government and extension of social
benefits.
Also, the individual will know
that the money he contributes
towards this phase of our work
Is the soundest investment he
can make to guarantee his per
sonal and family security.
The practical application of a
political program is the 1945
organizational technique. There
are no short-cuts. Every member should be able to discuss
our political objectives and
methods of work in such a way
that we constantly gain support
of our program. In other words,
he has to believe in it himself
before he can convince others
to believe in it.
A well-informed membership
automatically becomes better
organized; not only recognizes
the importance of participating
in the affairs of the union, not
only recognizes the need for
organizing unorganized groups,
but will demand that new members be brought into the union
and will participate in the actual organizing of these workers. No union can organize new
groups unless its present membership is well organized.

ASTORIA, Ore -.—A letup from
the rushed 12-hour day, sevenday week at the Pillsbury Flour
Mills, where ILWU Local 18
members are employed, was announced last week at the Columbia River District Council meeting.
Members pointed out that the
closing of the Pillsbury plant on
weekends was due to the lack of
cars for delivery, not the shortage of work.
-A few hours of welcome rest
are possible, however, for only a
few workers, since the others
continue at maintenance and
cleaning up jobs.
Negotiations for a new contract
were slated to begin at the mill,
with a union committee to include Cecil Nichols of the mill,
Orrel Heman of the warhouse and
John Neuhart of the packing
room.

—Federated Pictures

Labor and Royalty

Union leaders took time out
from the World Trade Union
Conference in London to greet King George at Buckingham
Palace. (Left to right): the king, Chu Hsueh-fan of China, R. J.
Thomas, CIO; George Isaacs, Great Britain; Vessily Kuznetsov,
More than 4,000 tanks were USSR, and Vincente Lombardo Toledano, Confederation of
Latin American Workers.
lost in battle in 1944.

Deportati Order Called Insult to Workers by National Lawyers Guild
(Continued from

page 1)

The National Lawyers' Guild,
after summing up the many. precedents to show that the President
has ample power to overrule his
Attorney General, concluded its
plea as follows:
A GRAVE INJUSTICE
"An unreversed deportation
order against Bridges will not
only do a grave injustice to
Bridges personally but will, we
fear, jeopardize the acceptance of
a view with respect to the unified functioning of democratic
world forces which is crucial
to the realization of the United
Nations' program for a durable
peace.
"On April 25 of this year representatives of the United Nations will gather together at San
Francisco to forge a realization of
a deeam of free men for a world
of peace. Looking back over the
past ten years, who among us is
not tragically aware of the blunders into which the dentocratic
forces ef—the world have fallen,
of the skillful deceptions by evil
men to divide democracy, to render it powerless to defend itself.
The tortured years of this war
are an unhappy testiment to the
inability of men of good will to
learn the simple lessons of political tolerance and unity.
"The Bridges case is a bitter
legacy of the technique practiced
by foes Of democracy of dividing
and conquering. It is a survival
of a period of domestic and international division and partisanship which the world now longs
to forget and to banish forever.
ORDER IS DISSERVICE
"Common sense, history and
the fervent desire that all men
today must have for unity compel the insistance that the deportation order does a grave disservice to our national interests.
If Harry Bridges, a well-loved
leader of a strong American trade
union, were permitted to suffer
the punishment of exile from a
land in which he has lived for
almost twenty-five years,, for-an

alleged course of conduct which
is today the key both to the success of our arms and of a durable
peace, .would not fair-minded
men everywhere tend to suspect
the good faith of our commitments and the sincerity of our
program for a lasting peace?
Would not destructive and antidemocratic elements throughout
the world take comfort in the
fact that even in this hour of
unified democracy's great triumph the divisive power and influence of wicked and intolerant
philosophies, so successful in the
past, can still claim an important
victim? The order of deportation
which holds that Bridges is not
assimilable among the citizens
and people of this country not
only is an insult to his patriotic
accomplishments and those of the
men he leads, on behalf of the
war effort, but it is likewise inconsistent with an enlightened
attitude toward all aliens which
is a logical part of the world
pattern envisaged in the Atlantic
Charter. and the new world
planned at Yalta.
"We believe that masses of men
the world over to whom the past
accomplishments and the future
of the United Nations are both
a deliverance and a hope will
rejoice in the action of the Chief
Executive in reversing the tie.
Bridges. Democratic people evBrides. Democratic peoples everywhere will hail the action as
a fruit of victory against the
forces of darkness as a harbinger
of the unshakeable unity upon
which a new organization must
rest.
"Surely Bridges' contributions
to the effective conduct of the
war are not now to be finally
rewarded by the execution of
this unjust order of deportation.
At a time when even those employers groups who pressed or
applauded the initial attempt to
deport Bridges have joined in the
acclaim of his brilliant record
in forwarding the tremendous
wartime shipping program of the
Pacific Coast, it will be most un-

fortunate to sacrifice Bridges to
the partisanships of a past now
happily dead.
BRIDGES WINS PRAISE
"Bridges' stewardship of the
longshoremen on the Pacific
Coast has won high praise from
both the civilian and military
leadership of the country. General Brehon B. Somervell, Admiral J. W. Greenslade, Rear Admiral C. S. Freeman, Mr. Donald
Nelson, Admiral C. H. Wright and
Colonel William Aird are among
those who have publically proclaimed the magnificent achievements of the men whom Bridges
has guided and inspired. Representative leaders of our democracy, sensitive and -alert to the
deep-going issues which this ease
poses, such as Governor Mon C.
Wallgren, of Washington, Senator
Sheridan Downey, Philip Murray,
Walter Wenger, Bishop E. L. Persons and Bartley Crum have
viewed the order as threat to
the tinily of our cotintry and •
have urged its reversal.
"Men everywhere suffering the
agony of war are sustained and
nourished by the intense conviction that democracy can survive
and flourish in the world, that
past errors or factional narrowness and intolerance can be
avoided. The Bridges case is a
part of that dead past. It must
be disposed of in harmony with
the noble premises which alone
can emancipate and strengthen
our society and arm it with the
weapons to conquer the future.
Manifestly the narrow scope of
judicial review which strictly limits the presentation of even the
legal merits of this case offers
no hearing to these considerations. Only the Executive branch
of our government occupies the
constitutional position adequate
to dispose of the Bridges case in
accordance with the requirements
of history and of our national
interest."
Gasoline and tire supplies re•
main critically short.

We Owe Our Fighting Men Construction of a Better World, Says Paton

SAN FRANCISCO—"This had
better be a better world when
this' is over because a hell of a
lot of swell guys are dying and
suffering to make it better."
In letters to the ILWU officers last week, Lt. Etigene V.
Paton, fighting in the front lines
in Germany with the infantry,
expressed this sentiment. Extracts from the letter to Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt
and ILWU President H a rr y
Bridges follow:
"Well, this looks like the
stretch drive, eves though the
track is muddy, and the sky
overcast, I think we shall make
good time from here on.
"It is impossible to describe
the living hell these boys and
men go through and believe me
Merchant seamen losses were it's bad enough even though a
one in 33 in 1944.
guy understands the tremendous

WASHINGTON (FP) — Lobbybig tactics of manufacturers seeking to smash price control were
countered by a battery of consumers groups that converged
March 8 on the Senate banking
& currency committee urging extension of OPA.
Representflig 10 million members of 11 national organizations,
they hit at such special groups as
the textile manufacturers who
threatened to amend the price
control act out of existence.
The delegation including members of the American Association
a University Women, National
Consumers L ea gu e, American
Federation of Teachers (AFL),
National Women's Trade Union
League and others.

Car Shortage
Causes Holidays

political and economic factors of our unions.
that are involved. But put your"No job is too tough for them
self in the shoes of a kid from whether it's pillboxes, tanks or
Little Rock, Ark., or some anything else, they just Move on
whistle stop in Kentucky, Illi- until it is knocked out and each
nois, Missouri, etc., who has at time some of the little guys fall
best only a vague understanding never to rise again. Sometimes
of what this whole stinking mess my guts just knot up when I
is about. It's -amazing to me that realize how little they understand
they carry on in the swell way 'the significance of this all imthey do.
portant conflict and yet they so
bravely carry out their orders, it
WE OWE A DEBT
"What a debt we owe these makes you feel proud to be one
guys and tlieir families and by of them. •
"Make the most of the peace
that I mean really making the
world a pleasant place to live in, conference! (as though you
where poverty, unemployment, won't). Hello to all the people
discrimination and all the other I know.
"P.
the 'Bridge' speakself inflicted curses of mankind
are eliminated one and for all. ing at the peace conference? If
Take it from me it's the hun- not, why not?"
dreds of thousands of little guys
In the other letter, addressed
that are winning this war just as to Bridges, Paton said:
they were and are the backbone
"Seine of us guys are inter-

ested in protecting our democratic institutions. Don't let the Reuthers, Lewis' et al. driVe a wedge
between_ the men over here and
the people at home.
"We could use those fiery militants (if they are sincere) over
here where they can really fight
against fascism. This is where we
will kill the roots of the disease
and if there are any offshoots at
home I'm sure that the people
at home and C.-ose of us who return can join together in stamp.
lag r.em
"I was happy to see the tremendous supped being given to
our fight to stop the stupid, disruptiee proceedings against you
and our union.
"The fact thri) your support
om
m all walks of Ameripeusf
rporsOe.,,
can people is a sign of real unity
of

